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Abstract
The ternary ruthenates of the Ruddlesden-Popper series Srn+1 Run O3n+1 have
attracted much interest in the last two decades due to the variety of their different ground states. These states, ranging from unconventional superconductivity
(single-layer) over metamagnetic behavior with a new low-temperature phase (bilayer) to itinerant ferromagnetism (infinite-layer compound), are often in close
competition and therefore crucially depend on system parameters and crystal
purity. After a general introduction into these layered compounds and their
properties, the discussion in this thesis concentrates on selected exotic phenomena in the strontium ruthenates which are explored within different theoretical
frameworks.
The c-axis transport of the single layer Sr2 RuO4 exhibits an anomalous temperature dependence with a crossover from metallic to insulating behavior upon
increasing temperature. In a first part, it is shown how this phenomenon can
be understood in terms of a two- to one-dimensional crossover within the basal
plane and the associated loss of spectral weight. For this purpose, a slave-boson
mean-field approach for the two quasi-one-dimensional bands originating from
the dzx and dyz orbitals is adopted in a first step. This allows to account for
strong correlations which, in one dimension, result in spin-charge separation.
Then, the Green’s function of coherent spinon-holon pairs is analyzed within an
RPA-like formalism. Our result indeed yields a built-up of spectral weight when
the temperature is lowered, thus leading to the aforementioned crossover in the
c-axis-transport behavior.
State-of-the-art crystals of the bilayer strontium ruthenate Sr3 Ru2 O7 are grown
with residual resistivities ρres < 1 µΩ cm. They show a fascinating phase diagram
with a line of critical endpoints connected to a metamagnetic transition with T ∗
decreasing from 1.25 K for in-plane fields down to 0 K when the magnetic field
is tilted towards the c axis. The putative quantum critical endpoint is avoided
by the system entering an intermediate phase. Why this phase, which is argued
to be of electronic nematic order, only appears for fields almost parallel to the c
axis is the subject of the second part of this thesis. The metamagnetic transition
and the intermediate phase, often described as a Pomeranchuk instability in the
l = 2 channel, can be based on a van Hove singularity scenario. The present
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work shows that the rotation of the O octahedra around the c axis observed in
this material introduces a staggered spin-orbit coupling within the planes and
naturally leads to an anisotropy in the low-temperature behavior around the
metamagnetic transition. In particular, the low-temperature (nematic) phase
is affected. Our calculation shows that uniform in-plane magnetic fields induce
a (commensurate) staggered magnetic-moment component which can suppress
the low-temperature phase. In contrast, the response to fields along the c axis
remains unaffected and, thus, also the corresponding low-temperature phase.
The last part deals with superconductivity in crystals, where inversion symmetry is broken periodically on a local level. This is motivated by the structure
of Sr3 Ru2 O7 encountered in the second part, where the rotation of the O octahedra breaks the inversion symmetry on the bonds resulting in an additional
spin-orbit-coupling term in the Hamiltonian. Focussing on two concrete examples, a symmetry analysis is adopted and with the help of the linearized gap
equation also new allowed gap couplings and their influence on the superconducting instability are examined microscopically. The formalism implemented is
then generalized to the case of antiferromagnetism for comparison.
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Kurzfassung
Die ternären Ruthenate der Ruddlesden-Popper-Reihe Srn+1 Run O3n+1 fanden
aufgrund der Vielzahl ihrer möglichen Grundzuständen in den letzten beiden
Jahrzehnten einige Beachtung. Diese Zustände, die von einem unkonventionellen
Supraleiter (n = 1) über metamagnetisches Verhalten zusammen mit einer neuen
Tieftemperaturphase (n = 2) zu itinerantem Ferromagnetismus (n = ∞) reichen,
sind energetisch häufig sehr eng beisammen und hängen daher in beträchtlichem
Masse von Systemparametern und Kristallreinheit ab. Nach einer allgemeinen
Einführung in diese geschichteten Verbindungen und deren Eigenschaften konzentriert sich diese Arbeit auf ausgewählte exotische Phänomene in den Strontium
Ruthenaten, die im Rahmen verschiedener theoretischer Konzepte diskutiert werden.
Der c-Achsen-Transport von Sr2 RuO4 mit einer RuO4 Schicht pro Einheitszelle zeigt beim Erwärmen eine anomale Temperaturabhängigkeit mit einem
Übergang von metallischem zu isolierendem Verhalten. In einem ersten Teil
wird dieses Phänomen im Sinne eines dimensionellen Übergangs innerhalb der
Basisebene von zweidimensionalen zu eindimensionalen Systemen und dem damit
verbundenen Verlust von spektralem Gewicht erklärt. Zu diesem Zweck wird in
einem ersten Schritt eine ‘slave-boson’-Molekularfeldnäherung auf die zwei quasieindimensionalen Bänder, die von den dyz und dzx Orbitalen stammen, angewendet. Dies erlaubt uns, die starken Korrelationen, die in einer Dimension zu einer
Spin-Ladungs-Separation führen, zu berücksichtigen. In einem weiteren Schritt
wird die Green-Funktion der kohärenten Spinon-Holon-Paare analysiert, wofür
eine Beschreibung in form einer ‘Random Phase’-Approximation verwendet wird.
Unser Resultat zeigt tatsächlich eine Akkumulation von spektralem Gewicht für
sinkende Temperaturen und führt damit zu dem erwähnten Übergang im Verhalten des c-Achsen-Transports.
Kristalle des zweischichtigen Sr3 Ru2 O7 können mit modernsten Methoden zu
einer solchen Reinheit gezüchtet werden, dass der Restwiderstand kleiner als
1 µΩ cm beträgt. Solche Kristalle besitzen ein faszinierendes Phasendiagramm
mit einem metamagnetischen Übergang, dessen kritische Temperatur T ∗ von
1.25 K für in der Ebene angelegte Felder sukzessive gegen 0 K strebt, wenn das
Magnetfeld aus der Ebene in Richtung c-Achse gedreht wird. Diese Linie von
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kritischen Endpunkten endet damit in einem quantenkritischen Endpunkt, der
aber vom System umgangen wird, indem es in eine Zwischenphase tritt. Warum
diese Phase, von der angenommen wird, sie könnte eine elektronische nematische
Ordnung besitzen, nur für Felder auftritt, die fast parallel zur c-Achse angelegt
werden, ist das Thema des zweiten Teils dieser Arbeit. Der metamagnetische
Übergang und die Zwischenphase, oft beschrieben als eine Pomeranchuck Instabilität im l = 2 Kanal, können in einem Szenario mit Bändern nahe einer van
Hove Singularität beschrieben werden. Die vorliegende Arbeit führt nun aus, wie
die Rotation der Sauerstoff-Oktahedra um die c-Achse, die in diesem Material experimentell nachgewiesen wurde, eine Spin-Bahn-Wechselwirkung in der Ebene
bewirkt und damit zu einer Anisotropie im Tieftemperaturverhalten nahe des
metamagnetischen Übergangs führt. Betroffen ist im speziellen die nematische
Tieftemperaturphase. Unsere Berechnungen zeigen, dass uniforme Magnetfelder
in der Ebene eine (kommensurable) zickzackartige Magnetisierung induzieren,
welche die Tieftemperaturphase unterdrückt. Die Reaktion des Systems auf
Felder, die entlang der c-Achse angelegt werden, bleibt hingegen unbeeinflusst
und damit auch die entsprechende Tieftemperaturphase.
Der letzte Teil dieser Arbeit behandelt Supraleitung in Kristallen, bei denen die Inversionssymmetrie in periodischer Art und Weise lokal gebrochen ist.
Dies ist motiviert durch die spezielle Kristlallstruktur von Sr3 Ru2 O7 , bei der
wie erwähnt die Rotation der Sauerstoff-Oktahedra die Inversionssymmetrie auf
den Ru-Ru-Verbindungen bricht und dadurch zu einem zusätzlichen Spin-BahnWechselwirkungsterm im Hamiltonian führt. Hierzu betrachten wir zwei konkrete
Beispiele, an denen wir eine Symmetrieanalyse durchführen. Via der linearisierten
Gap-Gleichung studieren wir zudem die erlaubten Gap-Kopplungen und deren
Einfluss auf die Supraleitung. Des Vergleichs Willen wird der eingeführte Formalismus schliesslich auf den Fall von antiferromagnetischen Supraleitern verallgemeinert.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

The Ruddlesden-Popper Series of Layered
Ruthenates

The transition metal (TM) oxides are famous for displaying a plethora of electronic and magnetic properties as they range from metals and magnets to multiferroics and unconventional superconductors. These properties derive from their
electronic structure with d orbitals on the TM ions energetically close to the p
orbitals on the oxide ions, allowing for sizeable interactions between these two
species. This can lead to rich phase diagrams showing ordered phases in the spin,
charge, and orbital degrees of freedom. A very interesting family of TM compounds is the Ruddlesden-Popper series, which can be written with the general
0
formula An−1 A2 Bn X3n+1 . In these crystal structures, the smaller cations B form
layers of square lattices, each sitting in the middle of corner-sharing octahedral
cages of the anions X [see Fig. 1.1(a)]. A unit cell of such a compound consists of
n BX4 layers separated by the larger cations A and A’. A famous member of this
series is CaTiO3 , the crystal that lends its name to the class of crystal structures
known as perovskites.
Another very interesting class of materials realizing Ruddlesden-Popper phases,
that has been the subject of intensive research, are the quasi-ternary ruthenium
oxides (Sr, Ca)n+1 Run O3n+1 . These layered ruthenates have attracted interest
due to the diversity of occurring ground states including spin-triplet superconduc-
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1.1 The Ruddlesden-Popper Series of Layered Ruthenates
tivity [1], possibly an electronic nematic state [2], itinerant ferromagnetism [3, 4],
antiferromagnetic Mott insulating behavior [5], and an orbital ordered state [6–
8]. As these states are often in close competition, it is possible to tune between
them with control parameters such as doping, pressure or magnetic fields. One
such example is Ca2−x Srx RuO4 , which, for x < 0.2, has an antiferromagnetic insulating ground state and exhibits metal-to-insulator transitions. Increasing the
Sr doping to 0.2 ≤ x < 0.5, an antiferromagnetic metallic region can be observed
merging to an almost ferromagnetic metal at xc ≈ 0.5. Finally, for x = 2 the system undergoes a superconducting transition below 1.5 K [5]. Within the wealth
of phases and phenomena, we focus in this thesis on the strontium ruthenates
Srn+1 Run O3n+1 looking at some selected exotic electronic properties.
First prepared in 1959 [9], the infinite layer SrRuO3 was found to have a ferromagnetic ground state with a Curie temperature of TC ≈ 160 K [3]. It is
therefore a rare example of a 4d based ferromagnet and even the only known ferromagnetic metal among the 4d TM oxides, showing, however, unusual transport
properties (being a so-called ‘bad metal’) [10]. Interestingly, the origin of ferromagnetism in SrRuO3 is still not completely understood. On the other hand, the
single layer Sr2 RuO4 shows no sign of magnetic ordering and first appeared to
be a realization of a strongly correlated two-dimensional Fermi liquid. Sr2 RuO4
was thus initially used mainly as a perovskite substrate, especially for the hightemperature superconductors after their discovery in 1986 [11]. Looking for other
materials with the layered structure of the high-Tc superconductors, Maeno et
al. found in 1994 that Sr2 RuO4 , which is isostructural to La2 CuO4 , the famous
parent compound of the cuprate superconductors, became superconducting below 0.9 K [1]. The transition temperature is extremely sensitive to the sample
purity and reaches approximately 1.5 K in the clean limit [12]. Unlike in the
high-Tc superconductors, the pairing of the superconducting state is likely to be
in the triplet channel as suggested by NMR Knight Shift measurements [13]. In
addition, µsR experiments [14] and Polar Kerr Rotation measurements [15] indicate a time-reversal-symmetry breaking superconducting state, leading to an
analogue of the p-wave pairing in the A-phase of 3 He [16]. A new aspect of chiral p wave was introduced recently with the proposal of using the topologically
stable, half-quantum vortices with a single Majorana zero mode for quantum
computing [17].
2
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(a)

(b)
Ru
O
Sr

n=1

n=2

n=∞

Figure 1.1: (a) The building block of the Ruddlesden-Popper phases consisting
of corner-sharing oxygen octahedra with the Ru ions in the middle forming a
square lattice. For clarity, only one octahedron is shown. (b) The quasi-onedimensional single layer (n = 1), the intermediate bilayer (n = 2) and the
three-dimensional (n = ∞) member of the Ruddlesden-Popper series of layered
ruthenates.

The third compound of the Ruddlesden-Popper series of layered ruthenates
that started to attract attention in recent years is the bilayer Sr3 Ru2 O7 . For
sufficiently low temperatures, this material exhibits a metamagnetic transition,
experimentally defined as a non-linear rise in the magnetization over a narrow
region of applied magnetic field. The critical field crucially depends on the direction the field is applied and varies from Hcxy ≈ 5.1 T for in-plane fields to
Hcz ≈ 8 T for fields parallel to the crystalline c axis. An interesting feature is the
appearance of additional structure in the phase diagram for out-of-plane fields
with an unidentified low-temperature phase.
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1.2

Dimensionality, Magnetism and Criticality

As the electronic structure in the Ruddlesden-Popper phases is dominated by the
RuO4 layers [Fig. 1.1(a)], these compounds show anisotropic transport depending on the number of adjacent layers in the unit cell. The resistivity anisotropy
accordingly ranges from ρc /ρab ∼ 103 for Sr2 RuO4 [18], over ρc /ρab ∼ 300 for
Sr3 Ru2 O7 [19] to three-dimensional behavior for SrRuO3 [Fig. 1.1(b) shows the
crystal structure of these three compounds]. Although Sr2 RuO4 possesses Fermiliquid behavior (ρ = ρ0 + AT 2 ) in all directions at temperatures T < 40 K, there
is an extraordinary difference in the temperature dependence of the resistivity at
higher temperature for in-plane and c-axis transport. While the in-plane resistivity is monotonically increasing, the c-axis resistivity shows a regime change from
low-temperature metallic to high-temperature insulating behavior with a broad
maximum in between at around T ∗ ≈ 130 K [18]. This change is not associated
with any structural transition or ordering phenomenon and has been attributed
to a so far unspecified correlation effect of the electrons. In chapter 2, we discuss
how this regime change can be understood in terms of a dimensional crossover
within the basal plane.
Another property that is strongly influenced by the number of RuO4 per unit
cell is the tendency towards ferromagnetism. This dependence on the layer number is sketched in Fig. 1.2. While the quasi-two-dimensional Sr2 RuO4 shows nice
Fermi-liquid behavior and only a moderate enhancement in the ferromagnetic
spin fluctuations is expected [20], the three dimensional SrRuO3 is ferromagnetic.
Evidence for the bilayer compound to be on the verge to ferromagnetism can be
found in a relatively large Wilson ratio of approximately 10 [19] and a ferromagnetic transition under uniaxial pressure of about 1 GPa [19]. Also, band-structure
calculations point towards the same direction [21]. Early studies on Sr3 Ru2 O7
even reported data indicating it to be ferromagnetic [22] which, however, is now
believed was due to intergrowth with other phases. In addition, there is a metamagnetic transition as mentioned above. A very intriguing feature is that, while
it is only a crossover for higher temperatures, for temperatures below T ∗ ≈ 1.2 K
the metamagnetic transition becomes first order for in-plane fields. When the
field is tilted out of plane, this critical temperature T ∗ decreases until it vanishes
at approximately 80◦ . The field angle can therefore be used to tune the critical
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Figure 1.2: Phase diagram for the Ruddlesden-Popper series where the layer
number is used as a control parameter to tune the compound’s proximity to ferromagnetism. For the bilayer Sr3 Ru2 O7 , the close proximity leads to a metamagnetic transition for fields between 5 T and 8 T depending on the field direction.
The blue area indicates the possibility of using the field direction for fine tuning
in this compound.

endpoint to zero, thus realizing a quantum critical endpoint (QCEP) [23, 24].
This kind of control parameter is experimentally more easily accessible than
pressure or chemical doping and thus, Sr3 Ru2 O7 allows for the detailed study of
quantum criticality. When trying to reach the putative QCEP in Sr3 Ru2 O7 with
ultra-high-quality single crystals, Grigera et al. [25] found a new phase forming
below 1 K hiding the quantum critical endpoint. This intermediate phase, that
exists in a small, muffin-shaped region in the T -H plane, was shown to exhibit
an in-plane-transport anisotropy under special field conditions and was therefore
labelled an ‘electronic nematic phase’ [2]. Interestingly, this phase only appears
for fields applied close to the c-axis direction. Chapter 3 addresses the question
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why the intermediate phase enclosing the QCEP in Sr3 Ru2 O7 only appears for
fields applied almost parallel to the c axis. For this purpose, we investigate the
effect of a lattice distortion found in the bilayer compound, where the oxygen
octahedra are rotated around the c axis in opposite directions for neighboring
octahedra. This rotation shifts the oxygen between Ru sites into off-center positions leading to a staggered spin-orbit coupling (SOC) of Rashba type. Such
a coupling naturally leads to an anisotropic response of the system to an external magnetic field and we show how this can explain the anisotropy in the
appearance of the intermediate phase.
The staggered SOC obtained for Sr3 Ru2 O7 is reminiscent of the antisymmetric
SOC found in crystals without inversion symmetry. These systems are of interest
in the study of possible superconducting states as the lack of inversion symmetry was long believed to strongly suppress any form of spin-triplet pairing [26].
Indeed, the staggered SOC follows from a symmetry reduction on the Ru bonds,
however, the global inversion symmetry of the system is retained. In chapter
4, we discuss possible ways of periodically breaking the inversion symmetry in
globally inversion symmetric crystals (‘antiferro-type ordering’) and examine the
associated effect on the superconducting instabilities and possible gap mixing.
For this purpose, we analyze two specific examples and also discuss their connection to superconductivity in antiferromagnets, i.e., in systems with a ‘staggered’
time-reversal-symmetry breaking.
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Chapter 2
Dimensional Crossover in
Sr2RuO4
The dimensional crossover from the quasi-one-dimensional dzx , dyz bands
to a two-dimensional system due to a weak hybridization between these
perpendicular bands is studied in this chapter. The corresponding twoorbital Hubbard model is treated within a slave-boson mean-field theory
to take correlation effects such as the spin-charge separation in the onedimensional bands into account. Using an RPA-like formulation for the
Green’s function of collective spinon-holon excitations the emergence of
quasiparticles for low temperatures is explored. The results are used
to discuss the evolution of the spectral density and the c-axis transport
within a tunneling approach. For the latter, a change between a low- and
high-temperature regime is found in qualitative accordance with experimental data.

2.1

Introduction

Physical effects due to reduced dimensionality are most prominently visible for
strongly correlated electrons. While under generic conditions low-energy electronic excitations retain their quasiparticle character in three and most likely
two dimensions, correlated electrons in one dimension fractionalize in separate
7
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collective charge and spin excitations. All solids are three dimensional and low
dimensionality appears through specific highly anisotropic electronic structure.
In many cases, the effective dimensionality of such systems depends on the difference of energy scales which can lead to dimensional crossovers as systems are
cooled or system parameters are changed, for example by applying pressure. The
change of effective dimensionality is often marked through the onset of ordered
states which are suppressed in low-dimensional systems due to thermal or quantum fluctuations. Such changes are well known from organic compounds such as
(TMTSF)2 X, which undergoes a sequence of transitions as function of temperature, pressure, and chemical composition (X) [27]. Another remarkable feature
is the modification of transport properties, which can depend on the nature of
the charge carriers or on a change from coherent to incoherent transport. We
argue in this chapter that Sr2 RuO4 , the quasi-two-dimensional member of the
Ruddlesden-Popper series, is an example of such a system. As discussed in the
introduction, the c-axis resistivity exhibits a crossover from Fermi-liquid behavior for low temperatures to insulating behavior for high temperatures. Figure
2.1(a) also shows the monotonic increase of the in-plane resistivity upon increasing temperature. The large resistivity anisotropy suggests a description of the
electronic structure starting from planes with two-dimensional electron systems
stacked in the c direction. The rather strong renormalization of both, the effective
mass and susceptibility of Sr2 RuO4 further suggests that these systems should be
treated as strongly correlated Fermi liquids. For the electrons to tunnel between
layers, sufficient quasiparticle weight and lifetime in the planes, respectively, are
required. A rapid loss of quasiparticle weight upon increasing the temperature
was observed in angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) measurements [28] and attributed to scattering processes. Motivated by this behavior
we propose here a mechanism based on a dimensional crossover within the basal
plane of Sr2 RuO4 which affects the interlayer transport. Alternative explanations based on electron-phonon coupling [29, 30] and charge fluctuations caused
by the tunneling electrons [31] have been discussed in the literature.
Sr2 RuO4 is one of the best studied Fermi liquids with a Fermi surface measured
with several techniques such as de Haas-van Alphen (dHvA) [34], Shubnikov-de
Haas [35], ARPES [33] and Compton scattering [36]. All these measurements
are in good agreement with band-structure calculations [37, 38] and show three
8
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(a)

(b)
α
β
γ

Figure 2.1: (a) The anisotropic resistivity of Sr2 RuO4 as measured by Hussey
and collaborators [32]. While the in-plane resistivity continues to grow monotonically, the c-axis transport shows a crossover to an insulating behavior. The
inset is for comparison of the data with a T 2 dependence (dashed line) for low
temperatures showing a nice Fermi-liquid behavior for all directions. (b) ARPES
measurements showing the two quasi-one-dimensional α and β bands as well as
the two-dimensional γ band crossing the Fermi energy. This graph is taken from
Ref. [33].

bands crossing the Fermi energy with an average filling of 4/3 [see Fig. 2.1(b)].
Their shape is well accounted for by considering a tight-binding model of a single
RuO4 plane with Ru sites (4d orbitals) and oxygen sites (2p orbitals). Due to
the oxygen octahedra surrounding the Ru atoms, the 4d orbitals are ligand-field
split into t2g and eg orbitals with the latter ones only contributing to bands
lying above the Fermi energy. The three bands that need to be considered thus
stem from the three t2g orbitals π hybridizing with the O 2p orbitals. The dxy
orbital lies in the RuO2 plane and forms the genuinely two-dimensional γ band
by hybridizing with the oxygen px and py orbitals. The other two orbitals dyz
and dzx , forming the so-called α and β bands, do not hybridize with the γ band
as they have different parity with respect to reflection at the basal plane [The
parity of the orbitals forming the α and β bands is indicated in Fig. 2.2(b)]. In
contrast to the γ band which has practically no interlayer coupling, these other
9
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two orbitals are also responsible for the weak interlayer hybridization [34]. Thus,
in order to understand the c-axis transport, we focus our attention to the dyz and
dzx orbitals which have a peculiar hybridization topology within the basal plane.
Both orbitals form - through nearest-neighbor (nn) intra-orbital π-hybridization an essentially one-dimensional band dispersion along the y direction (x direction)
for the dyz orbital (dzx orbital). As shown in Fig. 2.2(b), the inter-orbital coupling
occurs through considerably weaker next-nearest-neighbor (nnn) hybridization
between dyz and dzx and leads to two two-dimensional bands which nevertheless
keep strong one-dimensional features [see Fig. 2.2(a)] with pronounced nesting
properties reflected in enhanced incommensurate magnetic spin fluctuations [39].
We argue in the following that the structure of these orbitals could lead to a
crossover behavior between the one- and two-dimensional regime at the energy
scale associated with the next-nearest-neighbor inter-orbital coupling similar to
other systems discussed in the literature [27]. For this purpose, we develop a
slave-boson scheme on the model of the dyz -dzx orbitals in order to describe
the fractionalization of the quasiparticles in the one-dimensional systems. We
show that this method allows us to qualitatively account for the emergence of
quasiparticle states in the hybridized bands in a rather simple manner. This
method is also used to give a qualitative discussion of the regime change in the
interlayer transport which we consider in the tunneling limit.

2.2

Theoretical Description

As mentioned above, we restrict our analysis to the bands originating from the Ru
dzx and dyz as well as the O pz orbitals. After integrating out the oxygen degrees
of freedom, we are to first order left with two independent one-dimensional bands,
henceforth labeled ν = 1, 2 corresponding to the x and y directions of the dzx
and dyz orbitals, respectively. For the description of these two bands we use a
two-band Hubbard Hamiltonian,
XX †
X
H = −t
cνis cνjs + U
nνi↑ nνi↓
(2.1)
ν,s hi,jiν

ν,i

with t the hopping integral, U the on-site Coulomb interaction and hi, jiν denoting nearest neighbors in the corresponding direction ν. The operator c†νis creates
10
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Figure 2.2: (a) The two-dimensional nature of the Fermi surfaces of the bands
stemming from the dyz and dzx orbitals is lost for temperatures above the weak
inter-orbital hybridization. In addition, the dashed line shows the path along
which Fig. 2.3 is plotted. (b) The hopping structure for the dzx and dyz electrons
(here for a dzx placed in the middle): in lowest order only via an O 2p to the
same orbital of a nearest neighbor or as a next-order term via 2 O 2p to the
other orbital of a next-nearest neighbor. To indicate the orbitals’ parity with
respect to reflection at the basal plane, the orbitals are drawn slightly tilted.

an electron in the orbital ν at site i with spin s and nνis = c†νis cνis . Due to the
small overlap of the Wannier functions for the different bands, only an intraband on-site interaction is included. Before continuing by introducing a term
hybridizing these two bands, we want to deal with the strong correlations first.

2.2.1

Slave-boson mean-field theory

Since such correlated electron systems are difficult to handle we seek an approximation by assuming that Coulomb repulsion is sufficiently strong as to essentially
suppress double occupancy, leading to the non-holonomic constraint
X †
cνis cνis ≤ 1.
(2.2)
s

We may use a slave-boson technique which has been developed in the context
of the t-J model to simplify this constraint. By writing the electron operators
11
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cνis in terms of new fermionic operators representing the spin degrees of freedom
(spinons) and bosonic operators for the charge degrees of freedom (holons), cνis =
fνis b†νi , and stipulating that each site is either occupied by a holon or a spinon,
X †
b†νi bνi +
fνis fνis = 1,
(2.3)
s

double occupancy is strictly inhibited [40]. Note that this decomposition conserves the anticommutation relation of the electron operators cνis . From this
replacement, the so-called slave-boson Hamiltonian results,
XX †
H= − t
fνis bνi b†νj fνjs
ν,s hi,jiν

+

X
ν,i

− µ



X †
fνis fνis − 1
λνi b†νi bνi +

X

s

†
fνis
fνis

(2.4)

ν,i,s

with Lagrange multipliers λνi enforcing the (local) constraints of one spinon or
holon per site given in Eq. (2.3). In addition, we have introduced a chemical
potential for the spinons to later fix the spinon concentration. To analyze this
Hamiltonian we resort to the following standard approximations: We decouple
the first term by introducing mean fields for the coherent motion of holons and
spinons as
χbνi = hb†νi bνj i
(2.5)
and
χfνi =

X
s

†
hfνis
fνjs i,

(2.6)

respectively, with i, j being nearest neighbors. The treatment of the Hamiltonian
is then further simplified by taking the mean fields as being independent of band
and site and replacing the local constraints by a global one, i.e., (χbνi , χfνi , λνi ) →
(χb , χf , λ).
With these approximations, we arrive at a slave-boson mean-field Hamiltonian
representing two independent species of particles, spinons and holons, in two

12
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independent one-dimensional bands. Changing to the momentum-space representation of the operators,
1 X −ik·rj †
e
fνks ,
N k
1 X ik·rj
=
e
bνk
N k

†
fνjs
=

bνj

(2.7)
(2.8)

with N the number of sites in the x or y direction, this Hamiltonian assumes the
simple form
X
X
†
H0 =
ενk fνks
fνks +
ωνk b†νk bνk
(2.9)
ν,k,s

ν,k

with the spinon energy ενk = −tχb γkν + λ − µ, the holon energy ωνk = −tχf γkν +
λ and γkν = 2 cos kν . In this way, we effectively incorporate the spin-charge
separation of the one-dimensional correlated electron systems realized in the
nearest-neighbor-hopping Hamiltonian (2.1). The corresponding self-consistency
equations following from Eqs. (2.5) and (2.6) read
γkν
1 X
,
βω
2N k e νk − 1
ν
X γk
1
ν
χf =
,
βε
νk
2N k ,s e
+1
ν
1 X
1
x =
,
βω
νk
N k e
−1
ν
1 X
1
1−x =
,
βε
N k ,s e νk + 1
χb =

(2.10)

ν

where β = T −1 is the inverse temperature (kB = 1) and x is the average holon
number per site. Fixing x thus allows for a self-consistent determination of the
values of λ, µ, χb and χf .

2.2.2

Inter-band hopping

Next, we add the nnn inter-band hopping via two O 2p orbitals as displayed in
Fig. 2.2(b). This weaker hopping term connects the two one-dimensional electron
13
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systems and may be written in terms of the spinon and holon operators as

XX  †
(2.11)
H0 =
gq f1k+qs b1k b†2k0 f2k0 +qs + h.c.
s

k,k0 ,q

with the hopping structure factor gq = −4t0 sin qx sin qy and the inter-band hopping integral t0 . We now use the fact that only physical particles, namely electrons, can be transferred between the two systems, invoking that a spinon and a
holon have to correlate to yield hopping. Thus, we may interpret H0 as an effective interaction term introducing attractive coupling between the two subspecies
with the tendency to recombine them to an electronic quasiparticle [41].

2.2.3

Single-electron Green’s function

To investigate the electronic spectrum in the following, we calculate the retarded
single-electron Green’s function defined as
0

Gνν (q, t) = −Θ(t)h{cνqs (t), c†ν 0 qs (0)}i

(2.12)

which is independent of spin. Here, h.i denotes the expectation value with respect
to the Hamiltonian H = H0 + H0 , Θ(t) is the Heaviside step function and the
operators are given in the Heisenberg picture,
c†νqs (t) = eiHt c†νqs e−iHt .

(2.13)

In Eq. (2.13), the electron operators are then replaced by the spinon and holon
operators,
1 X †
†
cνqs
=
f
b .
(2.14)
N k νk+qs νk
Following standard methods we first introduce an auxiliary Green’s function
0

gkνν (q, t) = −Θ(t)h{b†νk (t)fνk+qs (t), c†ν 0 qs (0)}i
which, in energy space, we write as
Z
0
νν 0
gk (q, E) = dt e−iEt gkνν (q, t) ≡ hhb†νk fνk+qs ; c†ν 0 qs iiE .
14
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This function can be calculated using the equation of motion,
oE
1 X Dn †
†
νν 0
Egk (q, E) =
bνk fνk+qs , fν 0 p+qsbν 0 p
N p
DDh
i
EE
−
H, b†νk fνk+qs ; c†ν 0 qs
. (2.17)
E

This equation of motion involves commutators of the form
i
h
νν
b†νk fνk+qs
H0 , b†νk fνk+qs = −Ek+q,k

(2.18)

νν
= ενk+q − ωνk and
with Ek+q,k
h
i
X
†
†
0 †
gq0 fνk+q
H , bνk fνk+qs =
0 s0 fνk+qs bν̄k0 fν̄k0 +q0 s0
k0 ,q0 ,s0

+

X

gq0 b†νk bνk+q−q0 b†ν̄k0 fν̄k0 +q0 s , (2.19)

k0 ,q0

where for the index ν we define 1̄ = 2 and vice versa. The higher order Green’s
functions coming from Eq. (2.19) are treated within random-phase approximation
(RPA) to yield
Ĝ(q, E) = Ĝ0 (q, E) + Ĝ0 (q, E)ĝ(q)Ĝ(q, E),
where

G10 (q, E)
0
Ĝ0 (q, E) =
2
0
G0 (q, E)


0 gq
ĝ(q) =
gq 0


and
Gν0 (q, E)

(2.20)


,

(ν)
(ν)
1 X nF (k + q) + nB (k)
= 2
νν
N k
E − Ek+q,k

(2.21)
(2.22)

(2.23)

is the bare Green’s function resulting from the Hamiltonian (2.9) without interband hopping. Eventually, we find the RPA form of the single-electron Green’s
function in slave-boson mean-field theory,
Gνν (q, E) =

Gν0 (q, E)
.
1 − (gq )2 G10 (q, E)G20 (q, E)
15
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2.3

Electronic Spectral Properties

To analyze the electronic spectrum, the total spectral density in momentum
space associated with the Green’s function (2.24),
1
S(q, E) = − Sp{Im[Gνν (q, E)]},
π

(2.25)

is evaluated numerically for a hole concentration x = 0.33 and an inter-band
hopping t0 /t = 0.15 - the parameters fitting the dHvA Fermi surface [42]. For q
along the x or the y axis in momentum space, gq vanishes and the denominator of
Eq. (2.24) is equal to 1 without any modifications to the original one-dimensional
situation. In contrast, for q along the diagonal, |gq | is maximal and the renormalization of the Green’s function is strongest. Indeed, the recombination of
spinons and holons into quasiparticles is most pronounced here, as is visible in
the band hybridization and the evolution of quasiparticle weight as shown below.
First, we examine the spectrum along the main symmetry axis in the Brillouin
zone (BZ) as denoted by the dashed line in Fig. 2.2(a) for the two temperatures
T = 0.1t and T = 0.005t, respectively (see Fig. 2.3). At high temperature, the
spectrum resembles the two-particle continuum of a spinon and a holon, whose
boundary is marked by the dotted lines in Fig. 2.3. At low temperature, the spectral weight shifts into two quasiparticle bands with a sharp momentum-energy
relation. The resulting bands have the shape which is expected from a simple
tight-binding model taking nearest- and next-nearest-neighbor hybridization into
account, however, with a strongly enhanced mass (m∗ /m ≈ 3). Note that, since
we ignore the lifetime effect due to the scattering among the resulting quasiparticles, these quasiparticle states remain well defined even away from the Fermi
energy.
The shift of spectral weight to the quasiparticle bands is further illustrated
in Fig. 2.4 which shows a cut of the spectral density at q = (π/2, π/2) for
different temperatures and inter-band couplings. We see in this plot that the
(incoherent) peak around E = −0.3t without an inter-band coupling splits into
two well-defined peaks of which the one at lower energies - below the spinon-holon
continuum - remains almost unchanged even for higher temperatures while the
one at higher energies is washed out.
Second, we further analyze the q dependence as well as the temperature depen16
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Figure 2.3: Density log-plot of the spectral-density function along the main
symmetry axis for T = 0.1t (a) and T = 0.005t (b), respectively, showing the
dispersion of the quasiparticles (‘electrons’). The dotted lines mark the boundaries of the spinon-holon continuum and show that the emerging quasiparticle
band is strongly renormalized. The dashed, horizontal line denotes the Fermi
energy.
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Figure 2.4: Comparison of the spectral density at q = (π/2, π/2) as a function
of energy for the cases of low and high temperatures with inter-band hopping
and low temperature without inter-band hopping.

dence of the quasiparticle spectral weight. Figure 2.5 shows density log-plots of
the spectral function at the Fermi energy for different temperatures. At lowest
temperature (T = 0.001t), the two-dimensional Fermi surface is well defined by
quasiparticles [Fig. 2.5(a)] and agrees nicely with the ARPES picture in Fig. 2.1.
With increasing temperature, the quasiparticle weight decreases and the Fermi
surface becomes gradually faint. The retreat of the quasiparticle weight is clearly
away from the [100] and [010] directions towards the [110] direction [Figs. 2.5.(b)(d)]. A similar behavior of the quasiparticle weight was observed in ARPES experiments [28]. However, only the γ band was studied in the [110] direction and
thus, a complete comparison of the results is beyond the scope of our approach.
In our calculation, quasiparticles occur first along the diagonal momentum
direction and extend slowly over a wider range of the emerging Fermi surface
to form in an intermediate stage pieces of arc-like Fermi surfaces. To illustrate
the evolution of quasiparticles at the Fermi surface, the angle dependence of
the quasiparticle weight of the pocket around the X point is shown for different
temperatures in Fig. 2.6. Plotting the points of steepest descent on the Fermi
18
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T = 0.001t
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T = 0.01t
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Figure 2.5: Density log-plots of the spectral density in momentum space at the
Fermi energy for different temperatures. For T = 0.001t, a clear Fermi surface
appears as expected for a hybridized, two-dimensional system. When increasing
the temperature, the peaks of the spectral function get smeared and eventually,
for T = 0.1t, we find a picture similar to that expected from a system of two
decoupled one-dimensional bands.
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Figure 2.6: Quasiparticle weights as calculated from the spectral-density function in arbitrary units around the X point as a function of the angle to the x
axis for different temperatures. When decreasing the temperature a growing arc
of quasiparticle weight appears around the diagonals. To emphasize this, the
figure on the right shows the endpoints of the arcs for different temperatures.

surface around the X point, the right side of Fig. 2.6 nicely demonstrates the
gradually increasing arc of quasiparticle weight. Within our calculation the Fermi
arcs appear clearly only for the Fermi surface around the X point (α Fermi
surface). In contrast, for the Fermi surface centered around the Γ point the rise
of quasiparticle weight does not involve such a well defined arc feature.
Note that, unlike in other slave-boson discussions connected to superconductivity, the holon condensation is not involved in the formation of coherent quasiparticles here. The formation of the quasiparticles in the spectrum is caused by
the inter-orbital hybridization which is taken into account in the RPA-like form
of the Green’s function (2.24). The picture obtained in our slave-boson meanfield approach should thus agree on a qualitative level with other descriptions of
the dimensional crossover starting out from a Luttinger liquid in one dimension.
The slave-boson mean-field theory carries the advantage of formal simplicity.

2.4

c-Axis Transport

In order to use a three-dimensional band description and calculate the c-axis
resistivity in a Drude picture, the transport time of an electron moving in c
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direction should be sufficiently large as to go from layer to layer. Since the
resistivity shows an extremely large anisotropy, this condition seems not to be
met [43] and therefore, we analyze the temperature dependence of the charge
transport along the c axis within an interlayer-tunneling approach [44]. In this
approach, the electric current is due to hopping of charge carriers from one layer
to the next, where the layers act as reservoirs described by H = H0 + H0 from
Eqs. (2.9) and (2.11) connected by the tunneling Hamiltonian

1 X X X  νν 0 †
HT = 2
(2.26)
Tkp fνk0 +ks bνk0 b†ν 0 p0 fν 0 p0 +ps + h.c. .
N ν,ν 0 ,s k,k0 p,p0
Operators with momentum k belong to the lower plane, while those with p belong
to the upper plane and the tunneling matrix elements are


kx + ky
kx
ky
νν 0
00
Tkp = 4t δkp δνν 0 cos
+ sin sin
(2.27)
2
2
2
for hopping from band ν to band ν 0 with t00  t. This form follows from the
analysis of the symmetry-allowed hopping paths between the layers possible via
oxygen orbitals. In such a picture, a net current is obtained by shifting the
chemical potential of one of the layers by an (infinitesimal) amount eV .
In general, we can express the total tunneling current in terms of a coherent
and an incoherent tunneling current,
Ictot = Iccoh + Icinc .

(2.28)

The coherent part consists of well-defined quasiparticles with life times long
enough to tunnel from one layer to the next, while the incoherent part has to
be expressed through independent spinon and holon hopping. Depending on the
temperature range, we expect one or the other part to dominate the transport.
For the maximum in the c-axis resistivity in Sr2 RuO4 of around T = 130 K, the
crossover temperature corresponds to T ≈ 0.05t since t ≈ 0.3eV. We therefore
study a low-temperature region with T  0.05t and a high-temperature region
with T  0.05t.

2.4.1

Coherent transport

In the low-temperature limit, it was found above that the quasiparticle weight of
the coherent spinon-holon pairs is growing with decreasing temperature and we
21
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Figure 2.7: The resistivity in the low-temperature limit as calculated from
Eq. (2.30). As expected, the decreasing quasiparticle weight in the lowtemperature limit results in an increase in the resistivity as the temperature
is increased.

expect the main contribution to the tunneling current to come from the coherent
component. Following Cohen et al. [44], we determine the tunneling current by
P
calculating the change in the charge of the lower layer, NL = ν,k bνk b†νk ,
ṄL = i[HT , NL ],
and obtain
I=

2e2 X X νν 0 2 ν
0
|Tkp | SL(k, 0)SUν (p, 0).
V
~
ν,ν 0 k,p

(2.29)
(2.30)

ν
Here, SL(U)
denotes the spectral density of the band ν in the lower (upper) layer.
Using the spectral density as calculated from Eq. (2.25) this indeed yields an
increasing resistivity due to the diminishing of quasiparticle weight upon growing
temperature as is shown in Fig. 2.7. Note that, in this discussion, we ignore any
other sources of temperature dependence, such as electron-electron and electronphonon scattering.

2.4.2

Incoherent transport

In the high-temperature limit, Figs. 2.5 and 2.6 indicate that coherent quasiparticles which could tunnel between layers have disappeared. Therefore, the
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quasiparticle picture based on coherently paired spinons and holons as used for
the discussion of the tunneling current above is inappropriate. We have to take
a different approach whereby spin and charge degrees of freedom are deconfined.
In the tunneling process of an electron, a spinon and a holon (charge carrier)
have to be transferred simultaneously giving rise to incoherent transport [45].
We start with the Fermi Golden Rule to estimate the transfer probability of
holons,
2π X
Γbi→j =
|hφ0 |HT |φ0 i|2 δ(E0 − E 0 + eV )
(2.31)
~ φ0
with the many-body ground state φ0 , φ0 any excited state and E0 and E 0 the
corresponding energies. Decoupling the holons and the spinons, we find for the
total rate of holon tunneling
Γbi→j = 8

X (j)
2π
(i)
|T⊥ |2
nF (q)[1 − nF (q)]
~
k,k0 ,q
(i)

(j)

× nB (k0 )[1 + nB (k)]δ(ωk − ωk0 + eV ) (2.32)
which requires that a spinon moves in the direction opposite to the holon. Here,
(i)
nF(B) (k) denotes the Fermi (Bose) distribution with momentum k in the layer i
and |T⊥ |2 is the (momentum independent) tunneling matrix element. The factor
of 8 in the above formula is composed of a factor of 2 for spins and a factor of 4
because of the different bands involved. Since the distributions are the same on
neighboring layers, we can write the net tunneling rate as
Z
2π
b
2
Γnet =
8|T⊥ |
dDF ()nF ()[1 − nF ()]
~
Z
× dωDB (ω)DB (ω + eV )[nB (ω + eV ) − nB (ω)], (2.33)
where DF(B) is the density of states (DOS) of the spinons (holons). The integral
over the Fermi distribution functions yields a factor of DF T , with the DOS of
the spinons DF taken to be constant at the spinon Fermi level. Taking the
density of states of the holons DB to be constant, too, the integral over the Bose
distributions can be written as
Z
2
(DB )
dω[nB (ω + eV ) − nB (ω)] ≈ DB n2B κB (T )eV,
(2.34)
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with the compressibility of the hard-core holons
κB (T ) =

1 ∂nB (T, µ)
n2B
∂µ

(2.35)

and the holon density nB .
Based on Eq. (2.33), the resulting current can now be estimated as
e2
(2π)|T⊥ |2 DF DB T n2B κB (T )V,
~

(2.36)

e2
c
(2π)|T⊥ |2 DF DB T n2B κB (T ) .
~
ab

(2.37)

I=8
leading to the conductivity
σ=8

The compressibility of the holons κB (T ) corresponds to that of spinless fermions
and is constant for temperatures much smaller than the characteristic energy
of holons which is of the order tχf . Thus, the temperature dependence of σ in
the range of interest is dominated by the term DF T due to the spinon phasespace contribution which is increasing with growing temperature. Physically, this
means that, since spinons have to be available for holons to move from one layer
to another (“spinons act as a bookkeeping system”), an increased phase space
for elastic spinon scattering leads to an increase in the conductance rather than
the resistance. Therefore, we find a temperature dependence of an insulator, i.e.,
a decreasing resistivity, in the temperature range above T = 0.05t as is shown in
Fig. 2.8.

2.5

Conclusion

To understand the transport properties of Sr2 RuO4 and the different regimes
found in experiment, it is crucial to understand the underlying electronic band
structure of the basal plane. The in-plane transport is dominated by the twodimensional γ band and thus, shows Fermi-liquid behavior up to room temperature. In contrast, for the c-axis transport, only the α and β bands, stemming
from the dyz and dzx Ru orbitals and thus having a weak interlayer hybridization,
are relevant. The regime change of the c-axis transport in Sr2 RuO4 can therefore
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Figure 2.8: The resistivity in the high-temperature limit as calculated from
Eq. (2.37). The possibility of elastically scatter on spinons dominates the holon
transport resulting in a decreasing resistivity.

be interpreted in terms of a dimensional crossover (from one to two dimensions)
for these bands in the basal plane. The discussion of the c-axis resistivity in this
chapter shows that the slave-boson approximation can give a qualitative understanding and provides interesting insight into the change of transport properties.
In particular, our results lead to a picture, where, with decreasing temperature,
a Fermi surface appears through gradually extending arcs of finite quasiparticle weight. This kind of Fermi-surface evolution could be accessible to more
specific ARPES experiments. In view of the progressive emergence of coherent
quasiparticles the difference between the metallic and insulating behavior can
be understood as a change between dominant coherent to dominant incoherent
tunneling as temperature is raised.
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Chapter 3
Metamagnetism and Nematicity
in Sr3Ru2O7
This chapter aims at explaining the magnetic-field-direction anisotropy of
the response of Sr3 Ru2 O7 . Based on a microscopic tight-binding model,
a metamagnetic transition is introduced by means of a van Hove singularity scenario. Taking the rotations of the O octahedra into account,
an additional term in the Hamiltonian is derived microscopically, a staggered spin-orbit coupling. This term leads to an anisotropic response to
a magnetic field with in-plane fields leading to a (commensurate) spindensity wave and the expected anisotropic appearance of the intermediate
phase.

3.1

Introduction

This chapter deals with the properties of Sr3 Ru2 O7 in a magnetic field and the
anisotropy in the response to it. However, before discussing the effects of an applied field, we first review some zero-field low-temperature properties. Under such
conditions, Sr3 Ru2 O7 is a paramagnetic metal with strongly two-dimensional
character which manifests itself in a resistivity anisotropy of ρc /ρab ∼ 300 at
0.3 K [19]. For low enough temperatures, the resistivity shows a Fermi-liquidlike T 2 dependence. The relatively high specific heat of γ = 110 mJ/(K2 mol
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Figure 3.1: Experimental data on Sr3 Ru2 O7 leading to the characterization
of the phase diagram. (a) Metamagnetic transition for fields H k ab and H ⊥
ab (inset). (b) Boundary of the intermediate phase as obtained from several
thermodynamic measurements. (c) Anisotropic in-plane resistivity within the
nematic phase for a field slightly tilted away from the c axis (cf. inset). For
details on the individual graphs, see references [2, 25, 47].

Ru) as compared to e.g., γ = 38 mJ/(K2 mol Ru) for Sr2 RuO4 [20] is a sign of
a high density of states at the Fermi energy. In addition, a pronounced peak
in the zero-field susceptibility as a function of temperature around Tmax = 16 K
indicates a peak in the DOS close to the Fermi energy. Regarding its tendency to
order, multiple experiments indicate a proximity of Sr3 Ru2 O7 to ferromagnetism.
A Wilson ratio of 10, an induced ferromagnetic instability under uniaxial pressure [19], and also inelastic neutron-scattering measurements [46] are pointing in
this direction. This is also supported by early band-structure calculations [21].
As was first discussed by Wohlfarth and Rhodes [48], such a situation can
result in metamagnetic behavior, a superlinear rise in the magnetization over a
narrow region of applied magnetic field H. This phenomenon was observed in a
number of systems [49] and was also found in Sr3 Ru2 O7 [47] with a critical field
Hc , however, that depends strongly on the angle of the field versus the ab plane.
While for θ = 0◦ the critical field Hc ∼ 5.1 T, it rises to Hc ∼ 8 T for θ = 90◦ [see
Fig. 3.1(a)]. Measurements of the differential magnetic susceptibility of highquality single crystals grown using a floating zone technique (ρres = 2.4 µΩ cm)
in addition showed that the occurring transition is first order for in-plane fields
and T < T ∗ ≈ 1.25 K, while it is only a crossover for fields parallel to c [50]. It
was therefore suggested that the field angle could be used as a tuning parameter
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for a line of first-order transitions that goes to T ∗ = 0 K around θ = 80◦ , thus,
realizing a QCEP [23] [see schematic phase diagram in Fig. 3.2(a)].
With a further improvement of crystal quality and associated residual resistivities down to ρres < 1 µΩ cm, Grigera et al. performed a new set of experiments
attempting to describe the putative quantum critical endpoint. However, before
reaching the QCEP, the system entered a new phase first characterized by a
strongly enhanced resistivity and bound by two consecutive jumps in the magnetization. Measurements of several thermodynamic properties allowed to exactly
determine the boundaries of this novel phase as shown in Fig. 3.1(b) [25, 51].
A detailed analysis of the resistivity of this intermediate phase revealed a large
in-plane transport anisotropy with a C2 symmetry [Fig. 3.1(c)] [2]. As there was
no detectable structural change of the underlying lattice, it was argued that this
was due to an induced anisotropic electronic state with a symmetry-breaking
Fermi surface deformation similar to a Pomeranchuk instability [52]. That this
kind of a phase, also called electronic nematic phase in analogy to liquid crystal
phases, can lead to two consecutive metamagnetic transitions had already been
demonstrated in a paper by Kee and Kim [53]. In addition, the anomalous T
dependence of the susceptibility χ and the specific heat coefficient γ could be
explained in such a scenario [54]. Moreover, the two-fold degeneracy of the nematic phase allows for domain formation, such that domain-wall scattering could
account for the increased resistivity of the intermediate phase [55].
As in the case of Sr2 RuO4 in the previous chapter, the electronic structure of
a single layer of Sr3 Ru2 O7 is dominated by the bands originating from the 4d
t2g orbitals dyz , dzx and dxy hybridizing with the O 2p orbitals. In a simple approximation this leads to the two quasi-one-dimensional bands with mainly dyz
and dzx character and a two-dimensional band stemming from the dxy orbital.
Due to the interlayer coupling these three bands are then additionally split resulting in 6 bands. An important consequence of the bilayer splitting is that one
of the two bands coming from the dxy orbitals is shifted closer to the van Hove
singularity (vHS). This was also confirmed by recent ARPES measurements [56].
A chemical potential in the vicinity of a vHS is the condition for the scenario
described by Binz and Sigrist for a metamagnetic transition [57]. Proximity to a
vHS could also lead to a nematic phase accompanying a metamagnetic transition
as described by Grigera et al. [25]. The anisotropy in the critical field strength
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Figure 3.2: (a) Schematic phase diagram of Sr3 Ru2 O7 without the intermediate
phase for fields H applied with an angle θ versus the ab plane. The surface
represents first-order transitions separating a region with low (spin) polarization
from a region with high polarization. The thick black line connecting (θ, H, T ) =
(0◦ , 5 T, 1.2 K) and (80◦ , 8 T, 0 K) is a line of critical endpoints. (b) Schematic
H-θ phase diagram at T = 0 showing the nematic phase (gray area) for fields
applied close to the c-axis direction. For details see main text.

could, in such a picture, be explained by spin-orbit coupling effects similar to [58]
leading to an anisotropic effective g factor.
A different route is taken by Raghu et al. [59] and Lee et al. [60] who studied
a model where the metamagnetic transition comes from the two (bilayer-split)
one-dimensional bands. The anisotropy is then again introduced by considering
spin-orbit interaction on the Ru sites and the nematic phase can be understood
as an orbital ordering among these one-dimensional bands. Both these routes
suffer, however, from a shortcoming: even though they can describe the existence
of a nematic phase and a dependence of Hc on the field angle, they cannot explain
why the nematic phase occurs only for fields almost parallel to the crystalline c
axis [see schematic phase diagram in Fig. 3.2(b)].
This point is addressed in the present work. We study a model based on a
two-dimensional band in a single layer originating from the dxy orbitals. The
bilayer effects are only taken into account by placing this band closer to the
vHS. Starting from this, we consider the effect of a lattice distortion in the
planes. As was first shown by Shaked and coworkers in a neutron-scattering
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experiment [61], Sr3 Ru2 O7 does not realize the high symmetry structure shown
in Fig. 1.1, but the O octahedra are rotated by 6.8◦ due to the ionic size of Sr2+ .
The rotation of the octahedra is around the c axis and is in opposite direction
for corner-sharing octahedra. The symmetry of the crystal is thus reduced and
√
√
the unit cell changes from body-centered tetragonal to a 2 × 2 larger facecentered orthogonal cell with a and b almost identical, however [62]. Such a
structure was recently also studied by Puetter et. al. [63], but the doubling of
the unit cell was only introduced by adding an effective lattice potential. Starting
from a microscopic Hamiltonian and considering relativistic corrections, we show
how the rotated oxygen octahedra introduce a staggered spin-orbit coupling, an
effect similar to the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction for localized spins [64, 65],
here, however, for itinerant electrons. For magnetic fields applied in the plane,
this adds a component with wave vector Q = (π, π) to the static susceptibility.
The induced commensurate spin-density wave (SDW) opens gaps in the Fermi
surface close to the van Hove points which has an impact on the occurrence of
any instability that emerges due to the proximity to a vHS. Here, we choose to
describe the low-temperature phase as an electronic nematic state to examine
this aspect, since it relies on the presence of the vHS and represents one of the
most promising candidates for the intermediate phase. In order to discuss the
essential influence of the staggered SOC on the phase diagram we adopt a meanfield approach, with the shortcoming that critical fluctuations are not included
well. While, in particular, quantum critical fluctuations represent an intriguing
part of the phenomenology of this metamagnetic transition, we assume that they
are not essential to understand the basic effects due to SOC and lie beyond the
scope of this study. Note that we do not include the spin-orbit coupling on the Ru
ions. This type of SOC couples different bands and requires the incorporation of
all three t2g bands. As mentioned above, the main effect of such a term would be
an anisotropic g tensor and could not explain the anisotropy in the appearance
of the intermediate phase.
This chapter is organized as follows: in the next section, we introduce our
model based on a three-band Hamiltonian consisting of the Ru 4dxy orbital and
the in-plane O 2p orbitals. After reducing this model to an effective one-band
model, we analyze the effect of a rotation of the oxygen octahedra on it. Onsite interactions are then treated within mean-field theory and an additional
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applied magnetic field is considered. The resulting model is then studied in a
next section. Following Metzner et al. [66], we add a forward-scattering term in
section 3.4 to allow for a nematic phase and study the influence of the staggered
SOC to this phase. In a last section, we discuss and summarize our findings.

3.2
3.2.1

Microscopic Derivation of the Hamiltonian
Basic hopping Hamiltonian

The model system we want to analyze here is based on a single RuO4 layer.
Instead of introducing a second layer and thus having each band split, we take
the bilayer splitting into account by simply shifting the band closer to the vHS.
In contrast to the previous chapter, where we started from a Hamiltonian with
the oxygen degrees of freedom already integrated out, thus only taking Ru d
orbitals into account, the starting point in this chapter is a three-band tightbinding model including the in-plane 4d Ru orbital (dxy ) as well as the two
in-plane 2p O orbitals (px and py ). These orbitals have on-site energies Ed and
Ep = Ed − ∆, respectively. This underlying model is necessary to adequately
incorporate the symmetry of this system. In this model, an electron can hop
from a dxy orbital in x (y) direction to a py (px ) oxygen orbital with the hopping
integral tdpy (tdpx ) and vice versa. Additionally, due to strong hybridization of
the oxygen 2p orbitals, electrons can hop between neighboring oxygen orbitals.
This leads to a Hamiltonian of the general form

E
t̃
t̃
d
dp
dp
x
y
X
~ s†  t̃dp Ep t̃pp  C
~s ,
=
C
x
x
s
t̃dpy t̃pp Epx


H3b

(3.1)

~ † = (d† , p† , p† ) are the creation operators for the above mentioned orwhere C
x y
bitals. Care has to be taken of the different signs of the hopping integrals due
to the relative phases of the orbital wave functions indicated by the tildes (see
Fig. 3.3).
To reduce our model to one band, we construct an effective Hamiltonian only
living at the Ru sites by integrating out the high-energy degrees of freedom [67,
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Figure 3.3: (a) Different hoppings in the three-band model of Ru 4dxy and O 2px
/ py orbitals. The relative signs of the hopping integrals come from the relative
phases of the orbital wave-functions. (b) Possible hoppings for the three-band
model in the case of rotated O octahedra. The sign change in the hopping
integrals is again due to the relative phases of the Wannier functions and holds
in first order.

68],
Heff =

X H3b |pihp|H3b
p

Ed − Ep

+

X H3b |pihp|H3b |p0 ihp0 |H3b
p,p0

(Ed − Ep )(Ed − Ep0 )

,

(3.2)

where the sums run over all oxygen orbitals on all sites. This leads to a simple
hopping Hamiltonian
XX †
XX †
cis cjs − t0
cis cjs ,
(3.3)
H0 = −t
hi,ji

s

(i,j)

s

where c†is creates an electron at Ru site i with spin s, hi, ji denotes nearest
neighbors and (i, j) next-to-nearest neighbors. To lowest order, the hopping
integrals in this effective Hamiltonian then read
t2dp
,
∆
t2dp tpp
=
∆2

t =

(3.4)

t0

(3.5)
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A

B

Figure 3.4: The RuO4 plane with rotated oxygen octahedra leading to a doubling of the unit cell as indicated by the red dashed square. To emphasize
that the rotation is only around the c axis, the apical oxygens are also shown
on top of the ruthenium sites. The two distinct lattice sites are denoted as A
(green) and B (yellow). The inversion symmetry of the bonds between Ru ions
is broken leading to a staggered spin-dependent nearest-neighbor hopping. The
next-nearest-neighbor hopping is still isotropic and the same for both lattice
sites as is depicted by the different equivalent hopping-paths (bold solid, dashed
lines for A to A and dotted line for B to B).

with tdpx = tdpy = tdp .
In the following, we additionally take the rotation of the oxygen octahedra into
account. This rotation shifts the oxygen in between neighboring Ru sites into
an off-center position, breaking the inversion symmetry on the bonds. Since this
√ √
shifting is in a staggered fashion, we obtain a bipartite lattice leading to a 2× 2
larger unit cell separating A and B sublattices (see Fig. 3.4). In the simple tightbinding model we have considered so far, this aspect is not reflected, yet. Before
deriving a symmetry-reducing term for the Hamiltonian from microscopics, we
first shortly discuss the situation from a more phenomenological point of view.
To illustrate the special form to expect for this term, we consider the O ion as
yielding an electric field transverse to the direct path of the electrons moving
from one Ru site to the next. Introducing relativistic corrections, we obtain a
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spin-orbit coupling of the form
Hsoc = α̃(~k × ~n) · ~σ ,

(3.6)

where ~n is the in-plane normal vector to the electron motion and the sign of α̃ is
site dependent. Therefore, we expect to find a (staggered) SOC of Rashba type.
From a microscopic point of view, a consequence of the shifted O ions is that
the formerly symmetry-forbidden hopping in x (y) direction via px (py ) orbitals
is now possible with matrix element t0dp as is depicted in Fig. 3.3. Thus, we
might include spin-orbit coupling at the oxygen site, HO−2p = λLz Sz , which
mixes the px and py orbitals. On the oxygen sites, we therefore need to change
to eigenfunctions of the SOC |±i, with HO−2p |±i = ±λs|±i (s = ±1 is the spin
index).
As an example, we write the total Hamiltonian for the sublattice A for the x
direction,
XX †
(x)
HA = −
(t̃djs p+,j+x̂/2s + t̃∗ d†js p+,j−x̂/2s + h.c.)
j∈A

s

−

XX

−

XX

j∈A

(t̃∗ d†js p−,j+x̂/2s + t̃d†js p−,j−x̂/2s + h.c.)

s

ν=± as

(∆ ± λs)p†ν,as pν,as ,

(3.7)

where p†±,j+x̂/2s creates an electron at the oxygen site j + x̂/2 in the state |±i
with spin s and
t0dp − itdp
√
t̃ =
.
(3.8)
2
Applying perturbation theory in the from of Eq. (3.2) to this Hamiltonian to
construct an effective model again, we find
t̃2
(t̃∗ )2
+
∆ + λs ∆ − λs
2λtpd t0pd
∆
2
02
= −(tpd − tpd ) 2
+ is 2
∆ − λ2
∆ − λ2
= −t + iαs

hA|Heff |Bi =
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for the hopping integral from a site A to a site B in the positive x direction.
Hence, we have a total Hamiltonian Hhop = H0 + Hsoc with a nn-and nnnhopping Hamiltonian H0 and a staggered spin-dependent hopping in the form of
a staggered SOC of Rashba type,
Xh
XX †
z
Hsoc =
− iα
(cj+âs cjs0 − c†js0 cj+âs )σss
(3.10)
0
ss0

j∈A â=x̂,ŷ

+ iα

XX
j∈B â=x̂,ŷ

i
z
(c†j+âs cjs0 − c†js0 cj+âs )σss
0 .

(3.11)

Note that the nnn-hopping integrals, even though renormalized, do not become
anisotropic, which can be deduced from geometrical considerations as indicated
in Fig. 3.4.
The bipartite lattice introduces a wave-vector Q = (π, π) with which the total
Hamiltonian in momentum space reads
!
z
X X0 † ε(1) + ε(2) − µ
ig
σ
k ss0
k
~cks0 ,
(3.12)
Hhop =
~cks k
(1)
(2)
z
−ig
σ
−ε
+
ε
−
µ
0
k
0
ss
k
k
k
ss
where ~c†ks = (c†ks , c†k+Qs ). Here,
(1)

(2)

εk = −2t(cos kx + cos ky ) − 4t0 cos kx cos ky = εk + εk

(3.13)

are the hopping energies for nn- and nnn-hopping and gk = 2α(cos kx + cos ky ) is
the form factor for the spin-orbit coupling. The prime in the k summation indicates that the summation runs only over the reduced first BZ. As this restriction
holds for all subsequent k sums we omit the prime in the following.
From Eq. (3.12), we see that the staggered SOC hybridizes states with k and
k + Q. It is now convenient to introduce Pauli matrices (τ 0 , ~τ ) in momentum
space {k, k + Q} such that we can write the Hamiltonian as
X X † hop
(3.14)
Hhop =
~cks Hkss0 ~cks0
k

s,s0

with
(1)

(2)

hop
0
3
z
2
0
0
Hkss
0 = (εk − µ)σss0 τ + εk σss0 τ − gk σss0 τ .
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Diagonalizing this Hamiltonian yields two (spin-degenerate) bands,
q
(2)
(1)
α
ξαks = k + (−1) (k )2 + gk2 ,

(3.16)

where α = 1, 2. As can be seen in Fig. 3.11(a), where the Fermi surface is plotted,
the first BZ is folded back. This is in accordance with the doubling of the unit
cell introduced by the rotated oxygen octahedra.

3.2.2

Magnetization and on-site interaction

Before adding an on-site interaction to the Hamiltonian (3.15), we first want to
examine the effect of an applied magnetic field. This is necessary for the later
dealing with the interaction within a mean-field approach, as we need to choose
an adequate spin-quantization axis. From the form of Eq. (3.15) we first see that
a magnetic field in z direction is a mere spin-dependent shift of the chemical
potential. The response of the system is thus a simple polarization. However,
for in-plane fields, the staggered spin-orbit coupling introduces a coupling of
homogeneous magnetic fields to a staggered magnetization, i.e., a commensurate
SDW. This means that the static spin-susceptibility has a component with wavevector Q. To see this explicitly, we add a Zeeman term of the form
~ 0 · S(0)
~
~ Q · S(Q)]
~
HZ = −gµB [H
+H

(3.17)

with the spin operators
X
1X †
~
~k (q),
S(q)
=
S
ck+qs~σss0 cks0 =
2 k
k

(3.18)

the Bohr magneton µB and the Landé factor g. This corresponds to a homogeneous and a staggered magnetic field, in accordance with the structure of the
Hamiltonian given in Eq. (3.15), and can, thus, be written as
Z
~ σ τ 0 + ~hQ · ~σ τ 1 ).
Hkss
0 = (h0 · ~

(3.19)

~ 0/Q /H0 , where H0 = −2 · 10−4 t/(gµB ).
Here, we have introduced ~h0/Q = H
It is now straightforward to calculate the magnetic response of the system to
an applied field by using the thermodynamic relation
hmi0/Q i = −

∂
F (T, ~h0 , ~hQ , n),
∂hi0/Q
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where F (T, ~h0 , ~hQ , n) is the free energy, hmi0 i is the homogeneous magnetization
pointing in the i direction and hmiQ i corresponds to a staggered magnetization.
Adding the Zeeman term (3.19) to the Hamiltonian (3.15), we find a finite staggered magnetization in y direction for the case of a homogeneous field applied in
x direction,
hmyQ i

1 X XX
=
nF (ξαβ,k ) q
2 α=1,2 β=± k

(−1)α gk
(1)

.

(3.21)

(hx0 ± k )2 + gk2

In the above equation,
ξα±,k =

(2)
k

q
(1)
+ (−1) (hx0 ± k )2 + gk2
α

(3.22)

are the four energy bands in a homogeneous field in x direction and nF (ξ) is the
Fermi distribution.
We are now in the position to treat an on-site interaction term within meanfield theory. If we introduce such a term in the Hamiltonian,
X
HU = U
n~ai↑ n~ai↓ ,
(3.23)
i

we first have to choose an appropriate spin quantization axis (indicated by the
superscript ~a). For simplicity, we only consider the two cases of an applied
magnetic field in z and in x direction in the following.
Field applied in z direction
Since a field perpendicular to the plane does not couple to any staggered magnetization, the first case is the straightforward text-book case. The quantization
axis is the z axis and we write
X h (ni↑ + ni↓ )2 (ni↑ − ni↓ )2 i
.
(3.24)
HU = U
−
4
4
i
Since we do not expect large fluctuations in the charge density, the first term is
a constant and thus, the interaction can be written as
X
HU = −U
Siz Siz
(3.25)
i
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with the spin polarization Siz = (ni↑ − ni↓ )/2. Applying mean-field theory to this
expression and changing to momentum space yields
X
HU = −2U M z
Skz (0) + U N (M z )2
(3.26)
k

with M z = hSiz i independent of site i. Therefore, this leads to the additional
term
HkU = −U M z σ z τ 0 + U (M z )2 ,
(3.27)
with which the total Hamiltonian now reads
hop
z z 0
Hkss0 = Hkss
0 + h̃0 σ τ .

(3.28)

The hopping Hamiltonian is given in Eq. (3.15) and we defined an effective
magnetic field h̃z0 = hz0 − U M z . This Hamiltonian has four bands,
q
(2)
(1)
z
α
ξαks = k + sh̃0 + (−1) gk2 + (k )2 − µ
(3.29)
and, via the grand-canonical potential per lattice site,
XX
log[1 + exp(−ξαks /T )] + U (M z )2 ,
ω = −T

(3.30)

α=1,2 k,s

the self-consistency equations can be derived in the form
1 XX
nF (ξαks ),
N α=1,2 k,s
1 XX
s nF (ξαks ).
=
2N α=1,2 k,s

n =
Mz

(3.31)
(3.32)

Field applied in x direction
The case of a field in x direction is slightly more involved since we expect an additional response in the form of a staggered magnetization in y direction leading
to a canted magnetization in x direction. Therefore, we define an angle φ for the
canting angle and denote with M the total moment (see Fig. 3.5). In Eq. (3.23),
the quantization axis â and b̂ for the spins on lattice sites A and B, respectively,
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Figure 3.5: Real space schematic of the magnetic order for the case of an applied
field in the xy plane: Due to the staggered spin-orbit coupling, the magnetization is also staggered with respect to the sublattice sites A and B with order
parameter M and φ for the total moment and canting angle, respectively.

should therefore be perpendicular to z and tilted away from the x direction by
the angle φ. Decoupling the charge- and spin-density parts of Eq. (3.23) and
keeping again only the latter, we find
X
X
HU = −U
Siâ Siâ − U
Sib̂ Sib̂
i∈A

i∈B

2

= U N M − 2U M
−2U M

X
i∈B

(Six

X

(Six cos φ + Siy sin φ)

i∈A

cos φ − Siy sin φ).

(3.33)

Changing to momentum space, this results in an additional term to the total
Hamiltonian of the form
HkU = −(U M cos φ)σ x τ 0 − (U M sin φ)σ y τ 1 + U N M 2

(3.34)

which thus becomes
hop
y y 1
x x 0
Hkss0 = Hkss
0 + h̃0 σ τ + m̃ σ τ

(3.35)

with m̃y = −U M sin φ and
h̃x0 = hx0 − U M cos φ.
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The eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian (3.35) read
q
(1)
(2)
ξ1±,k = k − (m̃y ± gk )2 + (h̃x0 ± k )2 − µ,
q
(2)
(1)
ξ2±,k = k + (m̃y ± gk )2 + (h̃x0 ± k )2 − µ.
Again, the self-consistency equations can be deduced from the grand-canonical
potential and are given by
1 XXX
nF (ξαβ,k ),
N α β=± k
∂ξαβ,k
UM X X X
nF (ξαβ,k )
,
0 =
N α β=± k
∂φ
1 XXX
∂ξαβ,k
M =
nF (ξαβ,k )
2N α β=± k
∂M
n =

(3.37)
(3.38)
(3.39)

with
(1)

∂ξαβ,k
∓gk cos φ − (hx0 /2 ∓ k ) sin φ
,
= (−1)α q
∂φ
(1) 2
x
y
2
(m̃ ± gk ) + (h̃0 ± k )

(3.40)

(1)

∂ξαβ,k
(hx /2± ) cos φ−U M ±gk sin φ
= (−1)α 0q k
.
∂M
(1) 2
x
y
2
(m̃ ± gk ) + (h̃0 ± k )

(3.41)

From Eqs. (3.38) and (3.40) it follows trivially that there is only a canted magnetization if there is a finite staggered SOC.

3.3

Metamagnetic Transition

Following Wohlfarth and Rhodes [48], a metamagnetic transition is expected in
systems close to a magnetic instability. In the following, we therefore examine
such a behavior for the two cases of fields applied in z and x direction. For this
purpose, we first need to analyze the corresponding self-consistency equations in
zero field.
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Figure 3.6: (a) Critical interaction strength for the ferromagnetic (solid line)
and the SDW instability (dashed line). The crosses denote the choices for the
interaction strength used for the two densities in Fig. 3.16. (b) Density of states
in the absence of an external field showing the van Hove singularity at µvH =
4t0 = 1.44t (dashed line).

3.3.1

Field in z direction

For a field applied perpendicular to the plane, we need to investigate the possible
occurrence of an instability from Eq. (3.32) for the zero-field case. The linearized
self-consistency equation yields the condition
1−

1
U X
=0
2
N α,k 4T cosh (ξαks /2T )

(3.42)

for the occurrence of a ferromagnetic instability, the familiar Stoner criterion.
This is not surprising since, apart from the folding of the Brillouin zone, the
staggered SOC in the case of a magnetic field in z direction only leads to a renormalization of the nn hopping [cf. Eq. (3.29)]. The critical interaction strength
for a ferromagnetic instability to occur as a function of the electron density n is
shown by the solid line in Fig. 3.6(a). It drops significantly close to a density of
nvH ≈ 1.35. This corresponds to a chemical potential µvH = 4t0 where the Fermi
surface hits the van Hove points located at (±π, 0) and (0, ±π), thus leading to
a diverging DOS. This divergence is shown in Fig. 3.6(b), where the density of
states in zero field is plotted.
For a further analysis of the metamagnetic transition with applied field in z direction, we fix the density of electrons slightly below nvH , n = 1.336, and choose
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Figure 3.7: Magnetization for n = 1.336 for an applied field in z direction for
a temperature of T = 5 · 10−4 t. The clear jump at the critical field Hc is
characteristic for a first-order transition.

an interaction strength U close to the critical one obtained from the linearized
self-consistency equation (see Fig. 3.6). Here and in following numerical calculations, we fix the nnn-hopping integral t0 = 0.36t and keep the spin-orbit-coupling
strength at α = 0.05t. The magnetization curve obtained is shown in Fig. 3.7. To
emphasize the first-order nature of the transition at T = 5 · 10−4 t, Fig. 3.8 shows
the free energy as a function of applied magnetic field. Starting from the grand
canonical potential (3.30), we perform a Legendre transformation and evaluate it
as a function of H z with n and M z calculated such as to minimize the resulting
expression. We nicely obtain a kink in the free energy and the metastable states
emerging that are characteristic for a first-order transition.

3.3.2

Field in x direction

For the case of the field applied in x direction, we can again explore the occurrence of a magnetic instability by linearizing the self-consistency equation (3.39)
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Figure 3.8: Free energy as a function of the magnetic field H z . The two lines
correspond to the low- and high-polarization phases and their crossing marks
the critical field Hcz where the magnetization jumps. The thin lines show the
metastable solutions that exist for magnetic fields close to the critical one. The
insets show the free energy at fixed magnetic fields (denoted by the dashed lines)
as a function of the magnetization M z between 0.005 and 0.01.

leading to
(1)

1−

U nXX
(gk sin φ + k cos φ)2
1
(1)
N α,β k 4T cosh2 (ξαβ,k /2T )
gk2 + (k )2
(1)

+

XX
α,β

nF (ξαβ,k )(−1)α

k

(gk cos φ − k sin φ)2 o
(1)

[gk2 + (k )2 ]3/2

= 0. (3.43)

To further analyze this expression, it is useful to change to different order parameters, from (M, φ) to (M x = M cos φ, M y = M sin φ) with M x the uniform
magnetization in x direction and M y the staggered component in y direction,
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respectively. In these new parameters, the self-consistency equations read
(1)

M

x

My

1 XX
(−1)α (±k − U M x )
=
nF (ξαβ,k ) q
,
2N α,β k
(1)
(m̃y ± gk )2 +(h̃x0 ± k )2
(−1)α (±gk − U M y )
1 XX
nF (ξαβ,k ) q
=
2N α,β k
(1)
(m̃y ± gk )2 +(h̃x0 ± k )2

and, linearizing this system of equations, i.e.,
 x  

M
∂x M x ∂y M x
=
My
∂x M y ∂y M y


M x =M y =0

Mx
My

(3.44)
(3.45)


,

(3.46)

we obtain the conditions for two different possible magnetic instabilities,
1
U X
,
(3.47)
0 = 1−
2
N αk 4T cosh (ξαβ,k /2T )
√
U X (−1)α nF (ξαβ,k )
0 =
t2 + α 2 +
.
(3.48)
N αk 2| cos kx + cos ky |
The first one is the same as Eq. (3.42) and corresponds to a ferromagnetic instability. The second equation corresponds to a SDW instability occurring due
to the near nesting of the Fermi surfaces. Note, however, that in both cases, the
magnetization has a uniform as well as a staggered component. The solutions
of these equations as functions of the electron filling n are plotted in Fig. 3.6.
The critical interaction strength for the SDW instability is generally below the
one for a ferromagnetic instability, but shoots up when approaching the critical
filling nvH .
The linearized equation (3.43) can now be interpreted as having a ferromagnetic
and a SDW contribution. Proximity to a SDW instability additionally lowers the
critical interaction strength. Therefore, the metamagnetic transition could occur
at a lower field then in the z-direction case, especially close to a SDW instability.
The magnetization due to a magnetic field applied in plane, as well as the
amplitude of the staggered magnetization are plotted in Fig. 3.9. Again, we find
a first-order transition for lower temperatures while the transition changes to a
crossover upon increasing temperature. Note that the sign of M y depends on the
sign of the SOC constant α. There is no degeneracy in the state obtained which
could lead to domain formation.
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Figure 3.9: Uniform magnetization M x (solid line) and staggered magnetization
M y (dashed line) for n = 1.336 for an applied field in x direction for a temperature of T = 5 · 10−4 t and α = 0.05t. For this temperature, the metamagnetic
transition is clearly of first order.

3.3.3

Comparison

Comparing the two cases of fields applied in z and x direction in Figs. 3.7 and 3.9,
respectively, we first see that the critical field for the latter is shifted to lower
fields, even though the zero-field susceptibilities differ by less then a percent,
χz0 /χx0 ≈ 0.998. This is due to the proximity of the system to a SDW instability
as was pointed out above. This behavior is in qualitative agreement with the
experimental phase diagram [see schematic phase diagram in Fig. 3.2(a)]. However, the difference of the in-plane and out-of-plane critical field is smaller in our
model calculation than in the experiment. Our model only includes the staggered
spin-orbit coupling entering through the oxygen displacement. Naturally, other
SOC contributions, particularly from the Ru ions, would add to the anisotropy
through an anisotropic g tensor, likely with a larger polarizability in the basal
plane than along the z axis [58]. This is, however, beyond the scope of this study,
as a detailed analysis would require to include other bands.
Second, a detailed study of the Gibbs free energy allows to determine the
critical temperature T ∗ up to which the metamagnetic transition is first order.
For this purpose, we look at the magnitude of the magnetization jump ∆M as
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Figure 3.10: Jump in the magnetization at the metamagnetic transition for the
two cases of a field applied in plane and out of plane. The vanishing of this jump
signals the critical temperature above which the transition goes from being firstorder to a crossover. Obviously, the critical temperature for the in-plane case is
slightly higher.

a function of temperature. Fig. 3.10 shows the results obtained for both cases
and for our choice of parameters we find Tz∗ ≈ 9 · 10−4 t while Tx∗ ≈ 11 · 10−4 t.
This anisotropy in the critical temperature is consistent with the trend in the
experimental situation. However, it does not reproduce the quantum critical
endpoint. Note that the difference between Tz∗ and Tx∗ could not be explained
simply by an anisotropic g tensor. In principle, it may be possible to tune the
model in such a way as to press the critical temperature for out-of-plane fields
Tz∗ to zero while still having a first-order transition at finite temperatures for inplane fields. Also, fluctuation effects are likely important in this context. These
features are, however, not essential to our discussion.
An additional important difference between in-plane and out-of-plane fields
can be seen in Fig. 3.11, where the Fermi surfaces for both cases for fields below
and above Hc is shown. For both cases, the system undergoes a metamagnetic
transition to prevent the majority-spin band from touching the van Hove points.
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(a)

H=0
(b)

H<Hc

H>Hc

(c)

H<Hc

H>Hc

Figure 3.11: (a) Fermi surface for an electron density n = 1.336 without an applied field in the original Brillouin zone. Due to the rotation of the O octahedra,
the bands are folded back with the new BZ denoted by the dashed lines. (b) and
(c): Fermi surface just below and above the critical field in z and x direction,
respectively. For clarity, only a small section of the BZ is shown, indicated by
the little square around (π, 0) in (a). For the case of a field applied in plane
small gaps open close to the van Hove points even for H < Hc (c).
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In (c), we additionally see that the induced spin-density wave opens small gaps
at the Fermi level close to the van Hove points. This has important consequences
for the appearance of a nematic phase, as is discussed below.

3.4

Nematic Phase

In this section, we explore the occurrence of a nematic phase in our model for
the two cases of a magnetic field applied in z and x direction, respectively. For
this purpose, we introduce an additional interaction term [66, 69]
Hn =

1 XX
fkk0 nks nk0 s0
2N k,k0 s,s0

(3.49)

with a coupling function fkk0 only contributing for zero momentum transfer, i.e.,
for forward scattering, which is the relevant interaction for a nematic phase to
occur [70]. We then separate the coupling function according to
fkk0 = gdk dk0

(3.50)

with the forward-scattering strength g and choose a dx2 −y2 -symmetric form for
the form factors, dk = cos kx − cos ky . This term can then lead to a nematic
phase, reducing the symmetry from C4 to C2 .
Introducing a mean-field decoupling for the (spin-independent) nematic order
parameter
g X
η=
dk0 hnk0 i,
(3.51)
N k0
we write for this interaction1
Hn =

X
ks

ηdk nks −

N 2
η .
2g

(3.52)

Since dk = −dk+Q , but is isotropic in spin space, we can deal with it by replacing
(1)

(1)

(1)

k → ˜k = k + ηdk ,
1

(3.53)

Note that, as was shown by Adachi and Sigrist [71], on a mean-field level such a term can
also be obtained from a nn repulsion without the need of introducing an engineered forward
scattering with no clear microscopic origin.
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Figure 3.12: Mean-field results for the magnetization and the nematic order
parameter η for a field applied in z direction for a temperature of T = 5 · 10−4 t
showing an intermediate nematic phase bounded by two first-order transitions.
Here, g = 0.33 and n = 1.336.

while all the above formulae still hold with the additional self-consistency equation
(1)
dk ˜k
g XX
α
nF (ξαks )(−1) q
η=−
(3.54)
N α=1,2 k,s
(1) 2
2
gk + (˜k )
for the z-direction case and
(1)

η=−

(−1)α dk (˜k ± h̃x0 )
g XX
nF (ξαβ,k ) q
N α,β k
(1)
(m̃y ± gk )2 +(h̃x0 ± k )2

(3.55)

for the x-direction case, respectively.
For sufficiently strong g we find a magnetization curve for fields applied in z
direction as shown in Fig. 3.12. The two jumps in the magnetization border an
intermediate phase with a finite value of the nematic order parameter η. The
instability is in this case again driven mainly by electrons whose momenta lie
close to the van Hove points. To obtain an intermediate phase before a single
metamagnetic jump removes all such electrons from the Fermi surface, a critical
scattering strength gc is thus necessary. For g > gc , the nematic phase is entered
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Figure 3.13: Phase diagram for a magnetic field applied in z direction. While
for low temperatures, the two consecutive transitions are of first order (solid
line), they become second order before the nematic phase disappears completely
(dashed line). Above this temperature, a metamagnetic crossover can still be
seen.

from a low-polarization phase at some magnetic field Hc1 and left again towards
a high-polarization phase at Hc2 .
The T -H diagram shown in Fig. 3.13 shows first-order transitions for low temperatures up to T ≈ 0.001t, second-order transitions for higher temperatures
until at T ≈ 0.0016t the nematic phase disappears completely to make way for a
metamagnetic crossover (not shown). Similar behavior has already been observed
in the calculations in Refs. [53, 72].
For the case of a field applied in x direction, a very similar behavior is observed,
with one important difference, however. Since the induced SDW already removes
some weight from the Fermi surface close to the van Hove points before the
critical field is reached, a larger forward-scattering strength is required for the
occurrence of a nematic phase, i.e., gcx > gcz . Therefore, there is a range of g,
where a nematic phase already exists for fields in z direction, but only a single
metamagnetic jump is observed for in-plane fields. This result is summarized
in the phase diagram in Fig. 3.14. As a function of the SOC strength α and
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Figure 3.14: Critical forward-scattering strength for the cases of an applied field
in z and x direction, respectively. We can distinguish three different regions. I:
The forward-scattering strength is too week to enter a nematic phase, no matter
in what direction the magnetic field is applied. Only a single metamagnetic
transition occurs. II: While there is a nematic phase for fields applied in z
direction, no such phase occurs for fields in plane. This region corresponds
to the case found in Sr3 Ru2 O7 . III: the forward-scattering strength is strong
enough such that a nematic phase occurs for fields in any direction.

the forward-scattering strength g we find three regimes: In addition to the two
obvious regions, where there is either no intermediate phase at all (region I) or
one for fields applied in any direction (III), there is now a new region with a
nematic phase occurring only for fields applied in z direction (II). Obviously,
this is the region corresponding to the case of Sr3 Ru2 O7 .

3.5

Discussion and Conclusion

The range of the forward-scattering strength for which in our calculation a nematic phase is only observed for fields in z direction is not very large. Note,
however, that in Sr3 Ru2 O7 the nematic phase only appears in a very narrow
region [(Hc2 − Hc1 )/Hc1 < 3% [25]] and thus, g is expected to be only slightly
bigger than gcz . This is illustrated in Fig. 3.15, where the dependence of the crit52
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ical fields on the forward-scattering strength is shown. The width of the nematic
phase grows rather rapidly with increasing g. Therefore, the actual size of the
forward-scattering strength might well lie in region II of Fig. 3.14.
Obviously, not only the strength of the SOC, but also the nesting properties
of the spin-polarized Fermi surfaces play an important role for the appearance
of the anisotropy effect. Nesting properties are a factor of tuning our model
to the vicinity of a SDW instability. To analyze the impact of enhanced SDW
correlations, we consider two different electron densities and corresponding onsite interaction strengths U with UcFM − U =const (see crosses in the left part of
Fig. 3.6). This allows us to examine the cases of two different proximities to a
SDW instability with comparable strengths of ferromagnetic correlations. One
important finding is that the stronger the SDW correlations the more pronounced
the anisotropy effect and thus, the smaller the ratio Hcx /Hcz becomes. This is
depicted in Fig. ??. In Fig. 3.6 we also show that the ferromagnetic and SDW
instabilities can be competing for the chosen parameter range. We fix our model
parameters in a way to avoid the occurrence of a staggered magnetic moment
for any value of the magnetic field along the z axis, while the staggered moment
is field induced for in-plane fields. For a more detailed discussion of the choice
of parameters and the avoidance of an induced SDW for in-plane fields, see
Appendix A.
One should also comment on the strength of the SOC α that can be expected
for this system. To get an estimate of the on-site SOC strength λ for p electrons
on the oxygen, we take the O2− vacuum value, λ ∼ 10 meV. A very crude estimate
of the staggered SOC from Eq. (3.9) then yields
α
2λ t0pd
2λ
≈
≈
.
t
∆ tpd
∆

(3.56)

Estimating ∆ ≈ 1.5 eV, we find that for α a value on the order of a percent
of t seems reasonable [37]. Comparing Figs. 3.14 and 3.15, this would allow
for a nematic phase with a width of (Hc2 − Hc1 )/Hc1 ≈ 2%, in agreement with
experiment. For a more reliable estimate of α, DFT calculations should be
performed.
Finally, some general remarks on the nematic phase are in order. As was already mentioned, the nematic phase introduced here is the same as discussed
by other authors [53–55]. As shown by these authors, the nematic phase could
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Figure 3.15: Phase diagram for a magnetic field applied in z direction depending
on the forward scattering strength g. Below a critical strength gcz , no nematic
phase is entered, but the system undergoes a single metamagnetic transition
connected to the proximity to the ferromagnetic instability as discussed above.
Above gcz , the system enters a nematic phase whose region grows with increasing
g. Here, T = 5 · 10−4 t.

account for several experimentally observed phenomena like the anomalous resistivity, or the non-Fermi-liquid behavior of the susceptibility and the specific-heat
coefficient.
In conclusion, we showed in this chapter that the rotated oxygen octahedra
lead to a staggered spin-dependent hopping that can be described with the help
of a (staggered) SOC of Rashba type. This introduces an anisotropy of the
response to a magnetic field, namely an induced spin-density wave for the case
of in-plane fields. This staggered magnetization could be observed in neutronscattering experiments. To our knowledge, this kind of experiment has not been
performed so far. The additional magnetization has, first, the effect that the
critical field for a metamagnetic transition is shifted to lower values for in-plane
fields. Also, the critical temperature T ∗ up to which the transition is first order is
higher for fields in the xy plane. Last and most important, the SDW opens gaps
at the Fermi level that lead to an anisotropy for the appearance of a nematic
phase. Additionally considering SOC effects of the Ru orbital would account for
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Figure 3.16: Anisotropy of the critical field in x direction compared to the value
for the z direction for the densities n = 1.336 (solid line) and n = 1.339 (dashed
line), respectively. The value for the on-site interaction is chosen as indicated
in Fig. 3.6. The dependence on the strength of the spin-orbit coupling is more
pronounced the closer the system is to a SDW instability.

the full anisotropy of Hc (g-tensor anisotropy). Therefore, the work presented in
this chapter allows for a picture that is qualitatively consistent with experimental
observations including the anisotropies in Hc , T ∗ and the appearance of a nematic
phase.
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Chapter 4
Superconductivity in crystals
with locally broken inversion
symmetry
Symmetry aspects play a crucial role in the study of superconductivity, especially for the determination of possible pairing channels. In this chapter the analysis of lacking inversion symmetry is generalized to the case of
local reduction by simultaneous global invariance. Motivated by the crystal structure in the preceding chapter and the SOC as a result thereof,
two examples are studied, the case of symmetry lacking bonds and planes,
respectively. In addition, comparison to the case of antiferromagnetic superconductors, i.e., systems with locally broken time-reversal symmetry,
is made.

4.1

Introduction

Superconductivity is one of the most intriguing states of matter and almost 100
years after its discovery still one of the main drivers of innovation in both, theoretical and experimental condensed matter physics. It took almost 50 years until
Bardeen, Cooper, and Schrieffer proposed their famous theory realizing that the
superconducting state has to be described based on an instability of the Fermi
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sea towards the formation of so-called Cooper pairs [73]. In their original theory,
these are electron pairs with opposite momentum and spin with energies very
close to the Fermi energy, forming a bound pair with a spin-singlet configuration. As first realized by Anderson in 1959, the existence of such degenerate
electron pairs is guaranteed by time-reversal symmetry which relates the states
|k, ↑i with | − k, ↓i and thus implies ξk↑ = ξ−k↓ (Anderson’s first theorem) [74].
Therefore, breaking of this symmetry by an external magnetic field or magnetic
impurities substantially suppresses superconductivity. However, Baltensperger
and Straessler showed that superconductivity and antiferromagnetism, i.e., the
local breaking of time-reversal symmetry periodically as to retain the global
symmetry, can coexist [75]. Long known examples are magnetic superconductors, e.g., the ternary rare earth compounds in the Chevrel phase REMo6 S8
(RE = Gd, Tb, Dy and Er), where the localized moments on the rare earth
ions order antiferromagnetically and, still, the Fermi sea undergoes a superconducting transition [76]. Interestingly, there were also examples of coexistence
found in strongly correlated electron systems, where the same electrons carry
the magnetic moment and participate in the superconductivity as in CeIn3 [77],
CeRhIn5 [78, 79] or recently in the spin-ladder system Sr14−x Cax Cu24 O41 [80].
For a pairing of electrons in a spin-triplet configuration, Anderson noticed
later that an additional symmetry has to be present, namely inversion symmetry
(Anderson’s second theorem) [26]. The discovery of superconductivity in crystals lacking an inversion center (“non-centrosymmetric superconductivity”) and
yet showing signs of triplet pairing therefore attracted much attention in recent
years and these systems have been intensively studied [81, 82]. On the level of
a microscopic description, the lack of inversion symmetry manifests itself in a
symmetry-reducing term in the Hamiltonian. This term, that in CePt3 Si has
the form of an antisymmetric SOC of Rashba type, couples the spin-singlet with
the spin-triplet gap. In addition, the direction of the d vector describing the
spin-triplet gap becomes fixed even for small antisymmetric SOC.
As discussed above, systems lacking time-reversal symmetry globally and locally - in other words with both, ‘ferro-type’ and ‘antiferro-type’ order - have
been intensively studied. However, the analysis of inversion-symmetry breaking
has mainly been focused on crystals globally lacking such invariance. Recently,
Yanase has studied the case of locally broken inversion symmetry due to stacking
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faults, where the global inversion symmetry is retained because of the random
distribution of these faults [83]. Motivated by the special crystal structure of
Sr3 Ru2 O7 , where the inversion symmetry on the Ru-Ru bonds is broken without the system lacking global inversion symmetry and the staggered SOC as a
consequence thereof, we study the effect of broken inversion symmetry with an
order of antiferro type. For this purpose, we look at two examples, the first
of which is the square lattice with a distortion as described in chapter 3. The
second example we want to study consists of layers where, for each single layer,
the mirror symmetry on the xy plane is broken (see top left of Fig. 4.1). The
global inversion symmetry is then recovered by an alternating stacking of these
layers. One of the key characteristics of these systems is that they can be split
into two sublattices and we, thus, have to implement a formulation based on
a two-band model. This also allows to make a connection to systems with an
antiferromagnetic background. Note, however that we are only interested in the
possible symmetry-allowed gap couplings and the arising consequences and not
in the effects on possible mechanisms mediating superconductivity.
In order to be able to analyze superconductivity in the above mentioned crystals, we first recall the basic theory of superconductivity in the next section. The
two case studies then follow in sections 4.3 and 4.4. As symmetry and associated group theoretical considerations have proven to be of considerable use in
the study of symmetry-reduced systems, each section is started with a symmetry analysis before turning to the microscopic description of the gap equation.
Finally the chapter ends with a discussion and comparison of the two cases.

4.2

Basic Theory of Superconductivity

4.2.1

Green’s functions and Gor’kov equations

In this section, a brief overview over the formulation of the theory of superconductivity is given in terms of Green’s functions leading to the Gor’kov equations.
For this purpose, we consider a general Hamiltonian of the form
H = H0 + H0 ,
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consisting of a non-interacting part
H0 =

X

ξks c†ks cks

k,s

and a pairing interaction
1 X X s1 s2 s3 s4
V
(k, k0 )c†ks1 c†−k+qs2 c−k0 +qs3 ck0 s4 .
H0 =
N k,k0 ,q s ···s
1

(4.2)

(4.3)

4

We define the electron Green’s function for finite temperatures T as
0

Gss (k, τ ) = −hTτ cks (τ )c†ks (0)i,

(4.4)

where Tτ is the time-ordering operator with respect to the imaginary time τ
and the angular brackets denote thermal averaging with respect to the Hamiltonian (4.1). In frequency-momentum space we then have
X
0
0
Gss (k, τ ) = T
Gss (k, ωn )e−iωn τ
(4.5)
n

with the fermionic Matsubara frequencies ωn = (2π+1)nT . This Green’s function
can now be calculated using the equation of motion for Heisenberg operators,
∂cks (τ )
= [H, cks (τ )].
∂τ

(4.6)

Introducing the two so-called anomalous Green’s functions,
0

F ss (k, τ ) = −hTτ cks (τ )c−ks0 (0)i,

F

†ss0

(k, τ ) = −hTτ c†ks (τ )c†−ks0 (0)i,

(4.7)
(4.8)

we find a set of equations,
{iωn − ξks }G(k, ωn ) + ∆(k)F † (k, ωn ) = σ 0 ,
†

†

{iωn + ξks }F (k, ωn ) − ∆ (k)G(k, ωn ) = 0,
T

{iωn − ξks }F (k, ωn ) − ∆(k)G (k, ωn ) = 0,

the Gor’kov equations. Here, we have introduced the gap function
XX
0
0
∆ss (k) = −T
V ss s3 s4 (k, k0 )F s4 s3 (k0 , ωn )
n,k0 s3 ,s4
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and σ 0 is the (2 × 2) identity matrix. Note that Eqs. (4.9)-(4.11) are matrix
equations since all the above defined Green’s functions as well as the gap function
are 2 × 2 matrices. With the help of Eq. (4.11), we can now write the selfconsistency equation for the gap function,
0

∆ss (k) = −T

XX X
n

0

V ss s3 s4 (k, k0 )

k0 s3 ,s4

× [G0 (k0 , ωn )∆(k0 )GT (−k0 , −ωn )]s4 s3 , (4.13)
where G0 (k, ωn ) = (iωn − ξks )−1 is the Green’s function of the non-interacting
system described by H0 .

4.2.2

Crystal symmetry aspects

The gap function is the superconducting order parameter and for the characterization of the superconducting state we thus need to analyze it. However,
Eq. (4.13) is a complicated functional equation whose solutions in general have
to be found numerically. The aim of a symmetry analysis is to decompose the
space of gap functions into sectors that do not mix through the gap equation
(4.13), therefore simplifying the problem. It also allows us to determine which
solutions are connected in terms of symmetry and therefore are degenerate. In
addition, knowledge of the superconducting gap symmetry might give us valuable
hints on the microscopic origin of the superconductivity of the system.
The symmetry properties of the gap are determined by the form of the interaction and the total symmetry of the system. First, since the gap is a 2 × 2 matrix,
we can write it as
 ↑↑
 X
3
∆ (k) ∆↑↓ (k)
∆(k) =
=
∆i (k)σ i ,
(4.14)
∆↓↑ (k) ∆↓↓ (k)
i=0
where, for the last equality, we have used the fact that the Pauli matrices together
with σ 0 form a basis for M2 (C), the space of 2 × 2 matrices. Due to Pauli’s
0
0
principle, the gap has to fulfill ∆ss (k) = −∆s s (−k).1 Therefore, it follows that
0

In detail, because of V ss s3 s4 (k, k0 ) = hk, s; −k, s0 |V | − k0 , s0 ; k0 , si and the fermionic anticommutation rule.
1
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∆2 (k) in Eq. (4.14) has to be an even function in k while all the others need to
be odd in k. This is usually written in the literature in the form
~
~
∆(k) = (ψ(k)σ 0 + d(k)
· ~σ )iσ y = ψ(k)ς 0 + d(k)
· ~ς,

(4.15)

where we have introduced ς 0 = iσ y and ~ς = ~σ iσ y for simplicity of notation. In
Eq. (4.15), we have therefore split the gap into a spin-singlet part with ψ(−k) =
~
~
ψ(k) and a spin-triplet part with d(−k)
= −d(k).
Second, since the gap has to reflect the symmetry of the system, we can expand
the gap in basis functions of the irreducible representation (IR) of the symmetry
group of the crystal. For the simplest case of a system with inversion symmetry,
the IRs can be divided into even and odd ones resulting in a gap,
XX
X
∆ib dib (k)ς i ,
(4.16)
∆a ψa (k)ς 0 +
∆(k) =
a

i

b

where the ψa (k) and dib (k) are normalized even and odd basis functions of the
IRs, respectively. In this case, even and odd gap functions do not mix and,
likewise, spin-singlet and spin-triplet gap functions are decoupled. If, in addition,
there is no or only a small SOC, the full symmetry Group G includes both, the
space group of the crystal G0 and the group of spin rotations Gs , G = G0 × Gs .
This means that spin and momentum degrees of freedom are decoupled, i.e., the
direction of the d vector is not fixed by the momentum dependence of the gap.
As an example, looking at table B.2 for the group D4h , the odd functions of
momentum in the left column of basis functions can point in any direction in
spin space.
So far, we have assumed the simplest case of a crystal with inversion symmetry
and no SOC. If these conditions are violated, this has important consequences
for the superconducting state:
• For systems with strong SOC, the spin and momentum degrees of freedom
couple such that the full symmetry group only consists of the space group of
the crystal, G = G0 . Therefore, spin rotations are tied to orbital rotations,
resulting in basis functions composed of both, a momentum and a spin part
(cf. table B.2).
• If the symmetry group of the system does not include inversion, it is not
possible to find even and odd eigenfunctions anymore. As a consequence,
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even (spin-singlet) and odd (spin-triplet) gaps are not independent anymore
but couple through the gap equation (4.13).

4.2.3

Linearized gap equation

To analyze the instability condition for superconductivity and the possible gap
couplings, we linearize the gap equation by using Eq. (4.11), which in a first
approximation can be written as
F (k, ωn ) = G0 (k, ωn )∆(k)GT0 (−k, −ωn ).

(4.17)

The linearized gap equation thus yields
XX
0
0
∆ss (k) = −T
V ss s3 s4 (k, k0 )[G0 (k0 , ωn )∆(k0 )GT0 (−k0 , −ωn )]s4 s3 , (4.18)
n

k0

where we adopted the convention of summing over multiply appearing (spin)
indices. We now parametrize the pairing interaction in a similar way as the gap
function,
V s1 s2 s3 s4 (k, k0 ) =

X

va [ψa (k)ς 0 ]s1 s2 [ψa (k0 )ς 0 ]†s3 s4

a

+

X

vbi [dib (k)ς i ]s1 s2 [dib (k0 )ς i ]†s3 s4 , (4.19)

i,b

where we again expanded in basis functions of the IRs. Using
1
Sp[(ς i )† ς j ] = δij
2

(4.20)

and the orthogonality of the different basis functions, we find for the singlet gap
va X X ∗ 0
1=−
ψ (k )G0 (k0 , ωn )ψa (k0 )GT0 (−k0 , −ωn )
(4.21)
β n k0 a
and analogously for the spin-triplet case. These are self-consistency conditions
for the critical temperature Tc for superconductivity for every channel, where the
channel with the highest critical temperature yields the leading instability.
Note that had we not chosen basis functions corresponding to the correct symmetry, Eq. (4.21) would not be diagonal, but different basis functions ψa (k) and
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dib (k) would actually mix through the non-interacting Green’s function as we
encounter in the next sections. Also note, however, that only gap symmetries
that actually appear in the expansion of the interaction are possible. Therefore, even though there might be symmetry-allowed couplings of different gap
functions, they are only relevant if the respective pairing channels are actually
supported by the dominant pairing interaction. For the analysis of the possible gap couplings we thus first examine the symmetry of the system through the
non-interacting Hamiltonian. In a next step, the analysis of the pairing potential
then yields the actually appearing couplings. Last, the leading instability can be
found by (numerical) evaluation of the linearized gap equation (4.18).

4.3

Inversion-Symmetry Lacking Bonds

The first example analyzed is motivated by the crystal structure of Sr3 Ru2 O7
as introduced in chapter 3. We again focus only on a single RuO4 layer with
the O octahedra rotated around the c axis as shown in Fig. 3.4. As was already
discussed in the previous chapter, this shifts the bond oxygens to off-center positions, thus breaking inversion symmetry on the bonds. Due to the antiferro-type
arrangement, the crystal retains global inversion symmetry. After a brief symmetry analysis of such a layer, we examine in the following the influence of this
lattice distortion on the possible superconducting pairing channels and gap couplings.

4.3.1

Symmetry classification

Without the rotation of the octahedra, the factor group G/T with G the space
group and T the translation group of the RuO4 layer, respectively, contains the
following elements: the identity E, a four-fold rotation C4 around z, two two-fold
axes C20 around x and y, and another two two-fold axes C200 around the in-plane
diagonals. In addition, the system also possesses inversion symmetry. The factor
group G/T of such a single layer is thus D4h and the crystal is symmorphic.
We are now interested in the situation where the O octahedra are rotated
and the unit cell is doubled as depicted by the green and yellow lattice sites
in Fig. 3.4. The factor group G/T of this crystal contains the elements {E|0},
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intra-sublattice
intra-band
τ0
inter-band
τ1

inter-sublattice
τ3
τ2

A↔B
+
-

IR
A1g
A2g

Table 4.1: The different terms possible in a Hamiltonian in momentum representation. Since an interchange of the lattice sites A and B corresponds to a
rotation C20 or C200 , the terms containing τ 0 and τ 3 belong to the IR A1g , while
τ 1 and τ 2 belong to A2g .

{C4 |0}, {C42 |0}, {C43 |0}, {C20 |~a}, {C200 |~a} as well as the inversion. Here, the
notation {R|~r} describes a rotation R accompanied by a translation by the vector
~r which is not a primitive translation of the Bravais lattice and ~a is a lattice
vector of the former lattice. The factor group G/T is thus still isomorphic to
D4h , with C20 and C200 , however, combined with a shift of the lattice, i.e., an
interchange of the two sublattices. The crystal under consideration is therefore
non-symmorphic.
Regarding the Hamiltonian, this means that there are now terms allowed that
were formerly forbidden by symmetry. For a further analysis, we again note that
the bipartite lattice leads to two electron bands which, in momentum space, can
be described with the help of Pauli matrices (τ 0 , ~τ ) for electrons with momentum
k and k + Q (cf. chapter. 3). These four matrices correspond to four different
types of terms that can appear in the momentum representation of the Hamiltonian. As we saw in the last chapter in Eq. (3.12), a simple nn hopping (connecting sublattices) can be written with the help of τ 3 , while a nnn hopping or
the chemical potential term (within the sublattices) correspond to τ 0 . These two
intra-band terms do not change sign when the two sublattices are interchanged,
A ↔ B. On the other hand, the staggered SOC coming from Eq. (3.11), again an
inter-sublattice term, changes sign under sublattice interchange and corresponds
to the inter-band matrix τ 2 . As a last possibility, a staggered magnetization is
an intra-sublattice term changing sign under interchange of A and B and yields
the inter-band matrix τ 1 as we saw in Eq. (3.35). The sign under sublattice
interchange also determines the IR the term belongs to, because an interchange
of sublattices has the same effect as the rotations C20 and C200 . These findings are
summarized in Table. 4.1. The IR for the Pauli spin matrices follow from the fact
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that the σ i are representations of the rotation group. For D4h , we thus find that
σ z belongs to A2g , while σ x and σ y belong to Eg . Finally, the spin symmetric σ 0
belongs to A1g .
Since the Hamiltonian H0 has to be invariant under the operations of the
symmetry group of the crystal, its terms have to belong to A1g . However, with
the special structure of spin and orbital indices, we can have terms of the form
(A2g ⊗ A2g ) which do belong to A1g . This allows for terms of the form
Hksoc = gk σ z ⊗ τ 2 ,

(4.22)

where gk = 2α(cos kx + cos ky ) is a nn-hopping term with A1g symmetry. This
is the term we derived microscopically in Chapter. 3. Note that, here, we have
written the product of the two Pauli matrices explicitly as a tensor product to
emphasize that the matrices are acting on spin and orbital space, respectively.

4.3.2

Symmetry-allowed gap couplings

Analogously to the expansion of the gap in Eq. (4.14) for the case of a single
band, we parametrize the gap in terms of tensor products of spin and orbital
Pauli matrices,
X
0
j
i
∆ss
∆ij (k)(ςss
(4.23)
0 ⊗ ταβ ).
αβ (k) =
i,j

Again, the parity of the momentum dependent part ∆ij (k) depends on the sign
of ς i ⊗ τ j under the interchange of the index pair (s, α) ↔ (s0 , β) and can be
P (a) (a)
(a)
expanded as ∆ij (k) = a ∆ij ψij (k). In this expansion, ψij (k) is a basis function of the correct parity. Note that distinguishing spin-singlet and spin-triplet
gap functions is not applicable anymore, but due to global inversion symmetry
a distinction in even and odd momentum dependence should be made instead.
The system’s invariance under inversion then still guarantees that the spaces of
even and odd gap functions are decoupled.
We now want to examine which terms in the expansion (4.23) can couple to
each other. As seen in the previous section, all the elements of the Hamiltonian
belong to the IRs (A1g ⊗ A1g ) and (A2g ⊗ A2g ), respectively. For a coupling to
occur in lowest order between a gap of symmetry (Rm ⊗ Rn ) to one of (Ri ⊗ Rj ),
the latter has to appear in the decomposition of (Rm ⊗ Rn )(A2g ⊗ A2g ). For the
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spin part of the gap, we note that ς x and ς y belong to Eg (the triplet part dx
and dy ) , ς z belongs to A2g (the triplet part dz ) while ς 0 belongs to A1g (the
singlet part). For the orbital part, we can use table 4.1 to find the following
symmetry-allowed gap couplings,
(A2g ⊗ A2g ) ↔ (A1g ⊗ A1g ),

(4.24)

(Eg ⊗ A2g ) ↔ (Eg ⊗ A1g ).

(4.26)

(A2g ⊗ A1g ) ↔ (A1g ⊗ A2g ),

(4.25)

For a detailed list of gap couplings, see Appendix C.

4.3.3

Microscopic consideration of gap-function coupling

The general scheme applied to analyze the superconducting instability and the
possible gap couplings follows the one introduced in section 4.2. Note, however,
that now all the Green’s functions as well as the gap function are 4 × 4 matrices
in spin and orbital space. The linearized gap equation reads
XX
0
ss0 s3 s4
∆ss
(k)
=
−T
Vαβ,µν
(k, k0 )[G0 (k0 , ωn )∆(k0 )GT0 (−k0 , −ωn )]sνµ4 s3 . (4.27)
αβ
n

k0

We now have to choose a specific Hamiltonian with a pairing interaction. For
the non-interacting part we consider the hopping Hamiltonian (3.14) with (3.15)
derived in chapter 3,
X † hop
~ck Hk ~ck
(4.28)
Hhop =
k

with

~c†k

=

(c†k↑ , c†k↓ , c†k+Q↑ , c†k+Q↓ )

≡

(c†1k↑ , c†1k↓ , c†2k↑ , c†2k↓ )

and

Hkhop = (ε+,k − µ)σ 0 ⊗ τ 0 + ε−,k σ 0 ⊗ τ 3 − gk σ z ⊗ τ 2 .

(4.29)

Here, we have chosen a slightly more general formulation, where ε+,k denotes
intra-sublattice hopping (ε+,k+Q = ε+,k ) and ε−,k denotes inter-sublattice hopping (ε−,k+Q = −ε−,k ), both of the undistorted lattice. The corresponding noninteracting Green’s functions can straightforwardly be calculated by inverting
the (4 × 4) matrix (iωn σ 0 ⊗ τ 0 − Hkhop ) yielding
G0 (k, ωn ) = G0+ (k, ωn )σ 0 ⊗ τ 0 − G0− (k, ωn )(ĝk σ z ⊗ τ 2 − ε̂−,k σ 0 ⊗ τ 3 ), (4.30)
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where

1
1
1
±
),
(4.31)
G0± (k, ωn ) = (
2 iωn − ξ+,k iωn − ξ−,k
q
q
ĝk = gk / gk2 + ε2−,k and ε̂−,k = ε−,k / gk2 + ε2−,k . In the above expressions,
we also used the two (spin-independent) band energies as found in the previous
chapter,
q
(4.32)
ξ±,ks = ξ±,k = ε+,k − µ ± gk2 + ε2−,k .
In the following analysis, a pairing interaction of the form
1 X ss0 ,s3 s4
H0 =
Vαβ,µν (k, k0 )c†αks c†β−ks0 cγ−k0 s3 cδk0 s4
N k,k0

(4.33)

is used, where the sum over spin and orbital indices is implied again. This
interaction can be parametrized in a similar fashion as in the one-band case,
Eq. (4.19), leading to
XX
0
ss0 ,s3 s4
(a)
(a)
(a)
0 m n †,s3 s4
Vαβ,µν
vmn
[ψmn
(k)ς m τ n ]ss
(k, k0 ) =
,
(4.34)
αβ [ψmn (k )ς τ ]µν
m,n

a

(a)

where ψmn (k) are again parity-allowed basis functions. For a detailed analysis
of the structure of such an interaction and a specific example see appendix D.
As is discussed there, we have to distinguish the two cases of interactions between quasiparticles sitting on the same sublattice and between quasiparticles
on different sublattices and therefore, between intra- and inter-sublattice pairing. We first shortly look at the case of an intra-sublattice interaction on a
general level before turning to a nearest-neighbor interaction as an example of
an inter-sublattice interaction.
Intra-sublattice pairing
For an intra-sublattice interaction, only terms with τ 0 and τ 1 appear in the
expansion (4.34), thus allowing for a gap of the form
∆(k) = [ψ0 (k)ς 0 + d~0 (k) · ~ς] ⊗ τ 0 + [ψ1 (k)ς 0 + d~1 (k) · ~ς] ⊗ τ 1 .

(4.35)

Due to the symmetry of τ 0 and τ 1 , the parity and spin configuration are again
related. Looking at tables C.1 and C.2, we thus find that the only coupling
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appears between the spin-triplet components
dx0 (k) ↔ dy1 (k)

dy0 (k) ↔ dx1 (k).

(4.36)
(4.37)

This could lead to a lifting of the spin-triplet gap degeneracies and thus, fix the
direction of the d vector, but as we will see in the following, a calculation with a
specific Hamiltonian and interaction is necessary for details.

Inter-sublattice pairing
For the case of an inter-sublattice interaction, we find terms τ 2 and τ 3 that are
even and odd under interchange of orbital indices, respectively. Therefore, it is
necessary to distinguish between an even and an odd part of the gap function
with respect to k instead of spin singlet and triplet, ∆(k) = ∆+ (k) + ∆− (k).
Writing the two parts of the gap function as2
∆− (k) = ψ− (k)ς 0 ⊗ (iτ 2 ) + [d~− (k) · ~ς] ⊗ τ 3

(4.38)

∆+ (k) = ψ+ (k)ς 0 ⊗ τ 3 + [d~+ (k) · ~ς] ⊗ (iτ 2 ),

(4.39)

and
respectively, we see looking at tables C.1 and C.2 that now the x and y components of the d vector are independent. The corresponding gap equations read
X
0
dx,y
4v ± (k, k0 )dx,y
(4.40)
± (k) = −T
± (k )(G0+ G̃0+ ∓ G0− G̃0− ),
n,k0

where we have introduced the short notation G0± = G0± (k0 , ωn ) and G̃0± =
G0± (−k0 , −ωn ).
Tables C.1 and C.2 also show that now we have a coupling of the odd dz component with the odd spin-singlet part and evaluating Eq. (4.27) we obtain

 z

 z 0 
X
d− (k)
M11 (k0 ) M12 (k0 )
d− (k )
−
0
= −T
4v (k, k )
(4.41)
0
0
ψ− (k)
M21 (k ) M22 (k )
ψ− (k0 )
0
n,k

~
For a consistent notation, we still use ψ(k) and d(k)
for the momentum-dependence of the
spin-singlet and spin-triplet part of the gap function.
2
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and similarly for the case of an even gap function





X
ψ+ (k)
M11 (k0 ) M12 (k0 )
ψ+ (k0 )
+
0
= −T
4v (k, k )
.
dz+ (k)
M21 (k0 ) M22 (k0 )
dz+ (k0 )
0

(4.42)

n,k

The matrix elements are given by
M11 (k) = G0+ G̃0+ + G0− G̃0− − 2ĝk2 G0− G̃0− ,

M22 (k) =
M12 (k) =

(4.43)

G0+ G̃0+ + G0− G̃0− − 2ε̂2−,k G0− G̃0− ,
∗
2iĝk ε̂−,k G0− G̃0− = M21
(k).

(4.44)
(4.45)

For further calculations, the following Matsubara sums are useful,


X
X 1
ξa,k
S1 (k) = −T
(G0+ G̃0+ + G0− G̃0− ) =
tanh
2ξ
2T
a,k
n
a=±

(4.46)

and
1
tanh
2ε
+,k
a=±

X
X
S2 (k) = −T
(G0+ G̃0+ − G0− G̃0− ) =
n



ξa,k
2T


.

(4.47)

With these, we can now evaluate the above self-consistency equations explicitly
using the nn interaction as derived in appendix D. We first look at the uncoupled
x and y component of the d vector and choose p-wave pairing for the odd gap,
x,y
x,y
dx,y
− (k) = ∆− sin kx (with ∆− sin ky a degenerate solution) and an extended
s-wave form for the even gap. From Eq. (4.40) we find using Eq. (4.46) and
(4.47),


X X sin2 k 0
ξa,k0
x
1 = −V
tanh
,
(4.48)
2ξa,k0
2T
k0 a=±


X X (cos kx0 + cos ky0 )2
ξa,k0
1 = −V
tanh
.
(4.49)
2ε+,k0
2T
k0 a=±
For the coupled gap functions, we start with the odd-parity case and again choose
the p-wave gap with momentum dependence sin kx , i.e., dz− (k) = ∆z− sin kx and
ψ− (k) = ∆s− sin kx . With this choice, we find from Eq. (4.41)
 z   −
 z 
∆−
L0 − L−
iL−
∆−
3
1
.
(4.50)
=
−
−
−
s
−iL3
L0 − L2
∆s−
∆−
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With Eqs. (4.46) and (4.47), we can express these matrix elements as
X
=
−V
sin2 kx S1 (k),
L−
0
k

= −V

X

L−
= −V
2

X

L−
= −V
3

X

L−
1

4.3.4

k

k

k

sin2 kx ĝk2 [S2 (k) − S1 (k)],
sin2 kx ε̂2−,k [S2 (k) − S1 (k)],
sin2 kx ĝk ε̂−,k [S2 (k) − S1 (k)].

(4.51)

Discussion

We saw in the above calculation that the appearance of gap couplings depends on
the type of the leading pairing interaction. While for an intra-sublattice pairing,
the x and y component of the d vector are coupled, for an inter-sublattice interaction the spin-singlet and the z component of the spin-triplet gap are coupled.
For a detailed calculation, we chose a nn interaction as it allows for both, even
and odd gaps, despite its simplicity.
Due to the logarithmic temperature divergence in Eq. (4.48), there is a finite
Tc for any finite and negative interaction strength V . Looking at Eq. (4.38)
and comparing with table 4.1, we see that this corresponds to an intra-band,
inter-sublattice coupling and thus, to a standard zero-momentum gap. On the
other hand, the gap equation for dx,y
+ , Eq. (4.49), has a finite zero-temperature
limit therefore requiring a finite strength of the interaction for a non-vanishing
transition temperature. This actually corresponds to an inter-band, i.e., finitemomentum gap. The small phase space available for finite-momentum pairing
explains the lack of a superconducting instability in this channel.
We now turn to the coupled gap equation (4.50). Naively only looking at the
diagonal terms, one would expect as a main consequence of the staggered SOC
that both gaps, zero- and finite-momentum, are suppressed. Especially the singlet gap, which is again a finite-momentum gap, shows the same self-consistency
condition as the (uncoupled) inter-band gap above, Eq. (4.49). However, for the
evaluation of the possible instabilities, the eigenvalue equations following from
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Eq. (4.50) should be considered,
1=

L−
0

1
1
−
− (L−
1 + L2 ) ±
2
2

q
− 2
− 2
(L−
1 − L2 ) + 4(L3 ) .

(4.52)

Obviously, the higher Tc is obtained for the ’+’ solution. Using Cauchy-Schwartz
inequality, it follows that in general, this solution is smaller or equal to the
one obtained before for the x and y components of the d vector. However,
the degeneracy is only lifted if gk /ε−,k depends on the momentum k. For the
simple nn- and nnn-hopping Hamiltonian considered in the last chapter we have
gk /ε−,k = −α/t and thus, the gap’s spin structure is not fixed. The degeneracy of
the d-vector components is therefore only lifted in higher orders. The main effect
of the staggered SOC is to mix the different spin components, in particular the
singlet and the triplet z component, to form new eigenstates of the gap equation.
We can now use the same formalism to study the effect of an antiferromagnetic
background interacting with the conduction electrons via a Zeeman term. For
this purpose, we replace the SOC term in the Hamiltonian (4.22) by an on-site
magnetic term which we choose to point in z direction,
Hafm = Hσ z ⊗ τ 1 .

(4.53)

This term has the same symmetry as the SOC term and indeed going again
through the same calculations as above, the same gap couplings are observed.
However, for the case of antiferromagnetism, the independent gaps are suppressed. This means that for example for the intra-sublattice pairing, the x
and y components of the d vector are coupled and possess an instability. This
is not very surprising as these two gaps are also not influenced by a magnetic
field in z direction due to their equal-spin coupling in this direction. For the case
of inter-sublattice pairing, we find that both, the singlet and the z-component
spin-triplet gap are almost unaffected by the antiferromagnetism. This is in
agreement with the findings of Baltensperger and Straessler [75].

4.4

Inversion-Symmetry Lacking Layers

In this second example, we first start with an inversion-symmetry lacking system,
a single layer with no mirror symmetry with respect to the plane, and then
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α>
>t

z

α
t z >>

Figure 4.1: Right: The three dimensional crystal consisting of layers with lacking
inversion symmetry. On the left side, the two limiting cases are shown, i.e. the
single layer without inversion symmetry on top and the three dimensional crystal
with D4h -symmetry.

arrange these layers in a way as to restore the global inversion symmetry. In the
following, we thus first recapitulate briefly the situation of a single-layer system
analogue to what was analyzed by Frigeri et al. [82]. Then, we consider the full
three-dimensional case and evaluate the linearized gap equation.

4.4.1

Single layer

For a (single-layer) square lattice with a broken σh symmetry, Frigeri et al. derived an additional symmetry-reducing term that appears in the Hamiltonian of
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the form
Hsoc =

XX
k

s,s0

(~gk · ~σss0 )c†ks cks0

(4.54)

with ~gk = α(x̂ sin ky − ŷ sin kx ). Similar to the symmetry-broken situation of a
sample boundary, this antisymmetric SOC is of Rashba type. Note that opposite
to the case analyzed in the preceding section, this term truly breaks inversion
symmetry with ~g−k = −~gk .
From a symmetry point of view, the lack of mirror symmetry reduces the point
group of such a layer from D4h to C4v with the remaining symmetry operations
C2 , C4 , σv and σd . Therefore, the Hamiltonian can have a symmetry-reducing
term belonging to a non-trivial IR in D4h that maps to A1g of C4v . Looking at
the character table in appendix B, we see that this is A2u . The above term (4.54)
is indeed of this symmetry. Note that this term is a true SOC term requiring
the triplet gap to have a combined momentum and spin part, cf. right column
of table B.2.
As in the previous section, the symmetry reduction also leads to the coupling
of formerly independent gaps, e.g. the A1g with the A2u gap. This is a singlet triplet coupling as one would expect from a system lacking inversion symmetry.
In order to allow for a direct comparison of the single layer with the full symmetry
restored three-dimensional system, appendix E recapitulates the analysis of the
linearized gap equation for the single layer. Apart from confirming the above
symmetry considerations, the main findings are that (a) the antisymmetric SOC
fixes the d vector to the direction of ~gk and (b) the coupled spin-singlet and spintriplet gaps both allow for a superconducting instability. This is in contrast to
the findings of the previous section, where only the mixed gap had an instability.

4.4.2

Symmetry analysis of the stacked planes

We note looking at Fig. 4.1 that choosing the right unit cell (with the center
between two layers), the crystal’s inversion symmetry is respected and the point
group of the crystal is D4h . As we are interested in the limiting case of the single
layer, we start, however, with a unit cell shifted as to be centered around one
of the layers, thus treating the system again as if it was non-symmorphic. Still,
the factor group G/T is again isomorphic to D4h , of course. The advantage of
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this treatment is that there can actually be terms in the Hamiltonian of the form
A2u ⊗ A2u , where now the Pauli matrices τ 1 and τ 2 for the orbital part belong to
the IR A2u while τ 0 and τ 3 still belong to A1g . As for the single-layer case, this
means that spin-singlet and spin-triplet gaps can couple, e.g.,
(A2u ⊗ A2u ) ↔ (A1g ⊗ A1g ),

(A2u ⊗ A1g ) ↔ (A1g ⊗ A2u ).

(4.55)
(4.56)

However, as the system now has regained inversion symmetry, we would expect
the couplings between even and odd gap functions to be strongly suppressed as
soon as there is a finite inter-layer hopping.

4.4.3

Gap couplings

Following the same steps as in section 4.3, the different superconducting instabilities can be analyzed by looking at the linearized gap equation (4.27). We again
cast the Hamiltonian in the form
X † hop
Hhop =
~ck Hk ~ck
(4.57)
k

with ~c†k = (c†k↑ , c†k↓ , c†k+Q↑ , c†k+Q↓ ) ≡ (c†1k↑ , c†1k↓ , c†2k↑ , c†2k↓ ), this time, however, with
0
0
z 0
3
Hkhop = (εxy
gk · ~σ ⊗ τ 1
k − µ)σ ⊗ τ + εk σ ⊗ τ + ~

(4.58)

0
and Q = (0, 0, π). Here, εxy
k = −2txy (cos kx + cos ky ) − 4txy cos kx cos ky is the
intra-layer-hopping energy and εzk = −2tz cos kz is the interlayer-hopping energy.
The spectrum of the Hamiltonian is thus given by
q
xy
ξ±,k = εk − µ ± (εzk )2 + |~gk |2 .
(4.59)

The non-interacting Green’s function has also almost the same form
G0 (k, ωn ) = G0+ (k, ωn )σ 0 ⊗ τ 0 + G0− (k, ωn )(ĝk · ~σ ⊗ τ 1 + ε̂zk σ 0 ⊗ τ 3 )
where

1
1
1
G0± (k, ωn ) = (
±
)
2 iωn − ξ+,k iωn − ξ−,k
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p
p
and we have defined ĝk = ~gk / (εzk )2 + |~gk |2 and ε̂zk = εzk / (εzk )2 + |~gk |2 .
As we saw in the previous section, we need to distinguish the two cases of an
intra-sublattice (here intra-layer) and inter-sublattice pairing interaction. For
this kind of a system we expect a rather drastic difference for the two cases, as
one could imagine that for intra-layer pairing and sufficiently small inter-layer
coupling, the system still behaves like a system of disconnected single layers with
a lacking inversion symmetry.
Intra-layer interaction
As in the previous section, the intra-sublattice interaction allows for a gap of the
form
∆(k) = [ψ0 (k)ς 0 + d~0 (k) · ~ς] ⊗ τ 0 + [ψ1 (k)ς 0 + d~1 (k) · ~ς] ⊗ τ 1 .

(4.62)

Similar to the case of a single mirror-symmetry-lacking layer, a coupling of the
spin-singlet and spin-triplet gaps is found,
n
X
ψ0 (k) = − T
v + (k, k0 ) [G0+ G̃0+ + G0− G̃0− ]ψ0 (k0 )
n,k0

o
+ [G0+ G̃0− + G0− G̃0+ ]ĝk0 · d~1 (k0 ) ,
n
X
+
0
~
v (k, k ) [G0+ G̃0+ − G0− G̃0− ]d~1 (k0 )
d1 (k) = − T

(4.63)

n,k0

o
+ 2G0− G̃0− [ĝk0 · d~− (k0 )]ĝk0 + [G0+ G̃0− + G0− G̃0+ ]~gk0 ψ0 (k0 )
(4.64)
and also
d~0 (k) = − T

X

n
v − (k, k0 ) [G0+ G̃0+ + G0− G̃0− ]d~0 (k0 )

n,k0

o
0
0
0
~
~
+ 2G0− G̃0− {ĝk0 [ĝk0 · d(k )]− d(k )} + [G0+ G̃0− + G0− G̃0+ ]~gk0 ψ1 (k ) ,
(4.65)
ψ1 (k) = − T

X
n,k0

n
v − (k, k0 ) [G0+ G̃0+ + G0− G̃0− − 2(ε̂zk0 )2 G0− G̃0− ]ψ1 (k0 )

o
0
~
+ [G0+ G̃0− + G0− G̃0+ ]ĝk0 · d0 (k ) .
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Interlayer interaction
The terms τ 2 and τ 3 appearing in the interlayer interaction are even and odd
under interchange of orbital indices, respectively. Therefore, a distinction in even
and odd gap functions in k instead of spin singlet and spin triplet is adopted
again, ∆(k) = ∆+ (k) + ∆− (k). Continuing as before, the two parts of the gap
function are written as
∆− (k) = ψ− (k)ς 0 ⊗ (iτ 2 ) + [d~− (k) · ~ς] ⊗ τ 3

(4.67)

∆+ (k) = ψ+ (k)ς 0 ⊗ τ 3 + [d~+ (k) · ~ς] ⊗ (iτ 2 ).

(4.68)

and
However, we note that the two parts ψ− (k)σ 0 ⊗(iτ 2 ) and [d~+ (k)·~ς]⊗(iτ 2 ), where
the parity of the momentum dependent part is required by the Pauli principle,
are neither A1g nor A2u . Therefore, there is no symmetry-allowed coupling anymore and the spin-singlet and spin-triplet part are completely decoupled. The
respective linearized gap equations for the inter-band pairing read
X
v + (k, k0 )[G0+ G̃0+ + (ε̂2k0 − ĝk2 0 )G0− G̃0− ]ψ+ (k0 )
ψ+ (k) = −T
(4.69)
n,k0

and also
d~− (k) = −T

X

n
~ 0)
v − (k, k0 ) [G0+ G̃0+ + G0− G̃0− ]d(k

n,k0

o
− 2G0− G̃0− [ĝk0 · d~− (k0 )]ĝk0 . (4.70)

4.4.4

Discussion

Focussing on the diagonal terms in Eqs. (4.63)-(4.66) it is clear that as in the
single-layer case, the gaps with a d vector not parallel to ~gk are suppressed for an
intra-layer pairing interaction. However, evaluating the intra-band gap equations
for a nearest-neighbor intra-layer pairing interaction, our results show that Tc is
less suppressed for finite inter-layer hopping. This is shown in Fig. 4.2. The
completely decoupled layers, tz = 0, corresponds to the case of a system globally
lacking inversion symmetry. When looking at the coupled intra-band gaps, we
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α/Tc0

Figure 4.2: Suppression of the transition temperature of the intra-band gaps due
to the antisymmetric SOC. With increasing inter-layer coupling, the suppression
is weakened, tz = 0, 0.1t, 0.2t from bottom to top.

see that opposite to the single-layer case, one of the gaps in each case [ψ1 (k) and
d~1 (k), respectively] is now suppressed as it involves finite-momentum pairing.
How this decreases the critical temperature Tc is shown in Fig. 4.3, where also
the effect of weakening this suppression by the antisymmetric SOC is revealed.
Eventually, we arrive at a picture, where with increasing interlayer coupling the
superconducting instability moves further away from the singlet-triplet coupling
known from the inversion-symmetry-lacking system towards a behavior reminiscent of a globally inversion-invariant crystal with D4h symmetry. Finally, when
the coupling between the layers becomes strong enough for the leading instability
to be in the interlayer channel, the system retains its full symmetry. Interestingly, in this case, the antisymmetric SOC suppresses the spin-singlet gap and
the favored gap is the Balian-Werthamer gap with d~k = x̂kx + ŷky + ẑkz .
Also, the effect of an alternating magnetization in the planes can be analyzed
by changing the SOC term to a staggered magnetization term,
~ · ~σ ⊗ τ 1 .
Hafm = H
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α = 0.00t
α = 0.05t
α = 0.10t
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Figure 4.3: Change in the transition temperature of the inter-band gap with
d~1 (k) = x̂ sin ky − ŷ sin kx as a function of the inter-layer hopping tz for different
spin-orbit coupling strengths.

For the case of an intra-layer coupling interaction, the intra-band spin-triplet gaps
~ are unaffected and couple to the corresponding
with a d vector perpendicular to H
inter-band gaps. On the other hand, the spin-singlet gap is again hardly affected
for the inter-layer coupling and it mixes with the inter-band triplet gap with
~
~ and vice versa.
d(k)
kH

4.5

Conclusions and Outlook

In this chapter, a detailed analysis of superconductivity in crystals with locally
broken inversion symmetry, but global inversion invariance was presented. The
global invariance arises due to the periodic arrangement of the symmetry breaking elements and resembles therefore the case of superconductivity in antiferromagnetic materials. The two-band formulation used is therefore easily transferable to this case and is similar to the one used in the literature (see e.g.
Refs. [75, 84–86]).
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The two cases studied in sections 4.3 and 4.4 are in spite of some similarities
quite different. As in both examples the original symmetry is reduced, formerly
independent gap functions are now coupled. However, while in the first example
spin-singlet and spin-triplet gaps can mix forming gaps that can still be separated into even and odd momentum dependent functions, in the second example,
even and odd gap functions mix themselves. In addition, while the coupling is
important for the evaluation of the instability conditions for superconductivity
in the first case, it only depends on the particle-hole asymmetry in the second
case and can be neglected to first order. The picture for this latter case is therefore rather a singlet (triplet) zero-momentum gap inducing a triplet (singlet)
finite-momentum gap while for the former case, the mixed state itself has to be
considered for exploring the instability. A further interesting aspect is the lifting
of degeneracies and thus, the fixation of a direction of the d vector. The two
cases studied are very different even though the origin of the symmetry reducing terms is for both the relativistic on-site spin-orbit coupling (so-called L-S
coupling). While the effect of the SOC in the first example was only minor, the
antisymmetric SOC in the second example suppresses all but one direction of
the d vector, as was seen by studying the diagonal part of the linearized gap
equation. This is due to the fact that the antisymmetric SOC splits the Fermi
surfaces even for the case of no external magnetic field. Lastly, while the coupling of the symmetry-broken elements in the first case is intrinsic - one would
in general expect the inter-sublattice (nn) hopping to be at least comparable
to the intra-sublattice (nnn) hopping - the second case allows for the study of
the crossover from a global symmetry lacking system to one which is globally
inversion-symmetric through the ratio α/tz . This results as well as the comparison to antiferromagnetic superconductors are summarized in table 4.2.
For future studies, the examination of the effect of antiferro-type ordered symmetry reduction on the upper critical field Hc2 seems also very promising. In
general, an applied magnetic field suppresses the transition temperature for the
spin-singlet gap and the spin-triplet gap with d vector in the field direction. In
the second example, it should simply become easier to rotate the d vector with
an applied field, since the d-vector direction is fixed less rigid for finite inter-layer
coupling. The first example, however, appears to be more interesting: Not only
is the gap function to be considered a mix of the z-component spin-triplet gap
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symmetry broken
time-reversal
ferro-type

inversion
ψ ↔ (d~ k~g )

~
d~ ⊥ H
bonds

antiferrotype

~  (d~1/0⊥H)
~
(d~0/1⊥H)
~
ψ±  (d~± k H)

layers

ψ0 , d~0 k ~g
ψ0/1  (d~1/0 k~g )
d~+ ⊥~g
d~+ ⊥~g
ψ±!(d~± k~g )
~
(d~0/1⊥H)!(
d~1/0⊥~g )

Table 4.2: Comparison of allowed gap functions in systems lacking time-reversal
and inversion symmetry, respectively. The notation for the different gap functions follows the one adopted in this chapter, e.g., ψ1 (k) is the intra-sublattice
inter-band spin-singlet gap function. In addition, the single arrow denotes a
mixing of equal gaps and two arrows pointing in opposite directions indicate one
of the gaps inducing the other. Finally, the wiggled arrow denotes the case of
gaps only possessing an instability as a mixed new eigenfunction. These last
gaps are actually suppressed, but only in higher order.

with the spin-singlet gap, but also opens the induced SDW gaps in the Fermi
surface, thus additionally suppressing the superconducting instability.
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Appendix A
SDW Instability
As was discussed in the main text, the proximity of the system to a SDW instability is crucial for obtaining a sizeable anisotropy in the response to a magnetic
field. However, when the system is too close to a SDW instability, it is possible
to drive it through this instability even when a field is applied in z direction.
This is, however, not the aim of this work. In this appendix we therefore want to
analyze the parameter region where we can avoid the occurrence of an in-plane
SDW for this case before reaching the metamagnetic transition. To be more
specific, the proximity to a SDW instability is analyzed as a function of density
for fixed nnn hopping t0 = 0.36t.
For this purpose, we first need to include the possibility of a staggered magnetization in plane in the Hamiltonian with a z-direction magnetic field. Since a
staggered magnetic moment in y direction couples to a homogeneous magnetic
field in x direction through the staggered SOC, we also have to include a term
for such a magnetization. We start from the Hubbard-U term in Eq. (3.23),
but now consider spin-quantization axes that are staggered in y-direction, while
homogeneous in x and z direction,
X
X
HU = −U
Siâ Siâ − U
Sib̂ Sib̂
i∈A

i∈B

= U N M − 2U M

X

− 2U M

X

2

(Six sin θ cos φ + Siy sin θ sin φ + Siz cos θ)

i∈A

i∈B

(Six sin θ cos φ − Siy sin θ sin φ + Siz cos θ). (A.1)
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Figure A.1: The free energy for an on-site interaction term as given in Eq. (A.1)
as a function of M y for the three densities n = 1.333, n = 1.336 and n = 1.339.
The solid line denotes the thermodynamic (minimal) free energy while the dashed
lines correspond to metastable solutions. This metastable solutions appear due
to the proximity of the system to a first-order metamagnetic transition. Obviously, the free energy for the densities n = 1.336 and n = 1.339 is minimal
for the case of no staggered magnetization. However, for the case of n = 1.333,
the free energy could be minimized by a staggered magnetization. The system
would thus be driven through a SDW instability.
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SDW Instability
To check for the possible occurrence of a SDW, we fix the magnetic field at
a value just below the critical strength Hcz and evaluate the free energy per
lattice site fM x M z (M y ) as a function of the staggered magnetic moment with
the homogeneous magnetization in x and z direction calculated self consistently.
Note that, similar to the main text, we chose the order parameters M x , M y
and M z instead of M , φ and θ. For the numerical analysis, the three densities
n = 1.339, n = 1.336 and n = 1.333 with respective on-site interaction strength
U with UcF M − U = const are chosen, as is indicated for the former two densities
in chapter 3 Fig. 3.6. Therefore, a smaller density implies being closer to a
SDW instability. The results of this calculation are shown in Fig. A.1. Due
to the proximity to a first-order metamagnetic transition, the self-consistency
equations have two solutions. The lower one of the free energies obtained from
these solutions is the true thermodynamic potential (solid lines). The free energy
of the metastable solution is also shown (dashed lines) for completeness. For the
values of n chosen in chapter 3, the minimum of the free energy is at M y = 0
and there is no SDW instability occurring before the metamagnetic transition.
For the density n = 1.333, however, the system indeed has an instability towards
the formation of a SDW before the critical magnetic field is reached as Fig. A.1
shows.
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Appendix B
Character Tables for D4h
For both case studies in chapter 4, the original crystal structure is D4h . Therefore,
the character table for this point group as well as a list of basis functions for
the case of no SOC and strong SOC are given in this Appendix. In addition,
Fig. B.1(a) shows the stereographic projections of D4h with its four-fold rotation
axis around z, the four two-fold rotation axes and the mirror planes σv , σd and
σh (⊕ indicates the coincidence of the projection of points above and below the
plane). Also shown is in Fig. B.1(b) the stereographic projection for C4v , relevant
for the discussion in section 4.4. This point group has a four-fold rotation axis
around z and two mirror planes σv and σd .

(a)

(b)

Figure B.1: Stereographic projections for the two point groups D4h (a) and C4v
(b).
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D4h

E C2

A1g
A2g
B1g
B2g
Eg
A1u
A2u
B1u
B2u
Eu

1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
2

1
1
1
1
-2
1
1
1
1
-2

2C4

2C20

2C200

I

σh

2S4

2σv

2σd

1
1
-1
-1
0
1
1
-1
-1
0

1
-1
1
-1
0
1
-1
1
-1
0

1
-1
-1
1
0
1
-1
1
-1
0

1
1
1
1
2
-1
-1
-1
-1
-2

1
1
1
1
-2
-1
-1
-1
-1
2

1
1
-1
-1
0
-1
-1
1
1
0

1
-1
1
-1
0
-1
1
-1
1
0

1
-1
-1
1
0
-1
1
1
-1
0

Table B.1: Character table for the point group D4h . This is the symmetry group
of the two examples in chapter 4.

D4h

no SOC

with SOC

A1g
A2g
B1g
B2g
Eg
A1u
A2u
B1u
B2u
Eu

ψ=1
ψ = kx ky (kx2 − ky2 )
ψ = kx2 − ky2
ψ = kx ky
ψ = {kx kz , ky kz }
di = (x2 − y 2 )xyz
di = kz
di = kx ky kz
di = (kx2 − ky2 )kz
di = {kx , ky }

ψ=1
ψ = kx ky (kx2 − ky2 )
ψ = kx2 − ky2
ψ = kx ky
ψ = {kx kz , ky kz }
d~ = x̂kx + ŷky
d~ = x̂ky − ŷkx
d~ = x̂kx − ŷky
d~ = x̂ky + ŷkx
d~ = {ẑkx , ẑky }

Table B.2: The lowest-order basis functions for the gaps of a system where
rotations in spin and momentum space are unrelated (left column) and a system
where they are coupled (right column). Note that the components for the d
vector on the left are independent and we thus have three degenerate solutions
for every IR.
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Appendix C
Coupling of Different Gap
Functions
When parametrizing the gap function in terms of Pauli matrices for spin and
orbital degrees of freedom as in Eq. (4.23), we derived the allowed gap couplings
in section 4.3 by means of a symmetry analysis, see Eqs. (4.24)-(4.26). This
means that for example ∆y0 (k) [belonging to (Eg × A1g )] couples to ∆x1 (k)
[belonging to (Eg ×A2g )]. Additionally parametrizing the pairing interaction and
the non-interaction Green’s function in the same way and using the linearized
gap equation (4.27), this symmetry analysis yields basically the same result as
the condition
(
)
XX XX
0


0
op
i
j ss
k
l
m
n
o
p ss
Gkl
6= 0
0 G0 (σ ⊗ τ )(ς ⊗ τ )(σ ⊗ τ ) αβ (ς ⊗ τ )αβ
αβ

ss0

kl

op

(C.1)
for an allowed coupling. Since G0 (k) is even under k 7→ −k, we find the additional condition that ∆ij (k) and ∆mn (k) can only couple when their parity with
respect to k is equal. For the Green’s function as given in Eq. (4.30), the possible
couplings are summarized in table C.1 for odd gap functions and C.2 for even
gap functions. Note that the gap functions are further subdivided into the ones
supported by an intra-sublattice interaction (top-left) and the ones supported by
an inter-sublattice interaction (bottom-right).
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∆ij (k) (y,0)
(y,0)
(z,0)
(x,0)
(y,1)
(z,1)
(x,1)
(y,3)
(z,3)
(x,3)
(0,2)

×
×
×
-

(z,0)

(x,0)

(y,1)

(z,1)

(x,1)

(y,3)

(z,3)

(x,3)

(0,2)

×
×
×

×
×
×
-

×
×
×
-

×
-

×
×
×
-

×
×
×
-

×
×
×

×
×
×
-

×
×

Table C.1: Possible couplings of gap functions, where (i, j) denotes the gap function ∆ij (k) for the situation described in section 4.3 with the crosses denoting
allowed couplings. Only gaps with an odd parity with respect to k are listed
here.

∆ij (k)

(0,0)

(0,0)
(0,1)
(y,2)
(z,2)
(x,2)
(0,3)

×
×
×

(0,1) (y,2)
×
-

×
-

(z,2)

(x,2)

(0, 3)

×
×
×

×
-

×
×
×

Table C.2: Possible couplings of gap functions, where (i, j) denotes the gap function ∆ij (k) for the situation described in section 4.3 with the crosses denoting
allowed couplings again. Only gaps with an even parity with respect to k are
listed here.
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Appendix D
Structure of the Pairing
Interaction
In this appendix, the structure of a general density-density interaction in a system with a two-site unit cell is analyzed. The generalization to other types of
interactions, e.g., a spin-spin interaction, is straightforward. We start from a
real-space formulation of the interaction,
XX
XX
H0 =
Vij nis njs0 =
Vij c†is c†js0 cjs0 cis
(D.1)
i,j

s,s0

i,j

s,s0

with Vij the interaction strength between the lattice sites i and j. Note that for
the special case of i = j (on-site interaction) the spin sum only runs over s 6= s0 .
Changing now to momentum space, Eq. (D.1) yields
1 XX
H0 =
v(k, k0 )c†ks c†−k+qs0 c−k0 +qs0 ck0 s ,
(D.2)
N k,k0 ,q s,s0
where v(k, k0 ) = v(k − k0 ) due to translational symmetry of the crystal. Since
we are interested in a situation with two sites per unit cell, we introduce two
species of electron operators,
(
c†ks
α = 1,
†
cαks =
(D.3)
†
ck+Qs α = 2,
where Q = (π, π) for a system as described in section 4.3 and Q = (0, 0, π) for
the situation of section 4.4, respectively. Accordingly, we restrict the sum in
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Eq. (D.2) to the two cases of q = 0 and q = Q in the following. For the case
q = 0 we find
H00 =

1 X
{v(k − k0 )[c†1ks c†1−ks0 c1−k0 s0 c1k0 s + c†2ks c†2−ks0 c2−k0 s0 c2k0 s ]
N kk0
+ v(k − k0 + Q)[c†1ks c†1−ks0 c2−k0 s0 c2k0 s + c†2ks c†2−ks0 c1−k0 s0 c1k0 s ]}. (D.4)

For the other case q = Q, the interaction term can similarly be written as
0
HQ
=

1 X
{v(k − k0 )[c†1ks c†2−ks0 c2−k0 s0 c1k0 s + c†2ks c†1−ks0 c1−k0 s0 c2k0 s ]
N kk0
+ v(k − k0 + Q)[c†1ks c†2−ks0 c1−k0 s0 c2k0 s + c†2ks c†1−ks0 c2−k0 s0 c1k0 s ]}. (D.5)

At this point, a distinction into two cases has to be made:
(a) For an interaction between sites belonging to the same sublattice, i, j ∈ A
(B), we have v(k + Q) = v(k) and the above expressions can be written as
1 XX
v(k − k0 )[(τ 0 )αβ (τ 0 )†γδ ]c†αks c†β−ks0 cγ−k0 s0 cδk0 s , (D.6)
N αβγδ k,k0
1 XX
v(k − k0 )[(τ 1 )αβ (τ 1 )†γδ ]c†αks c†β−ks0 cγ−k0 s0 cδk0 s . (D.7)
=
N αβγδ k,k0

H00 =
0
HQ

(b) For an interaction between sites belonging to different sublattices, i ∈ A(B)
and j ∈ B(A), v(k + Q) = −v(k) and the above expressions read
1 XX
v(k − k0 )[(τ 3 )αβ (τ 3 )†γδ ]c†αks c†β−ks0 cγ−k0 s0 cδk0 s , (D.8)
N αβγδ k,k0
1 XX
=
v(k − k0 )[(iτ 2 )αβ (iτ 2 )†γδ ]c†αks c†β−ks0 cγ−k0 s0 cδk0 s . (D.9)
N αβγδ k,k0

H00 =
0
HQ

In addition, also Pauli matrices for the spin degrees of freedom can be introduced
to find for the respective sums
X
ss0

c†αks c†β−ks0 cγ−k0 s0 cδk0 s =

1 X
Λs1 s2 s3 s4 c†αks1 c†β−ks2 cγ−k0 s3 cδk0 s4 ,
2 s ...s
1

4
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(D.10)

Structure of the Pairing Interaction
where
Λs1 s2 s3 s4 = (ς 0 )s1 s2 (ς 0 )†s3 s4 + (~ς)s1 s2 · (~ς)†s3 s4

(D.11)

consists of a singlet and a triplet part considering the exchange of spin indices.
Here, we have again introduced ς 0 = iσ y and ~ς = ~σ iσ y for simplicity of notation.
The total interaction term now has the form
1 X
1 s2 s3 s4 †
H0 =
cαks1 c†β−ks2 cγ−k0 s3 cδk0 s4 ,
(D.12)
[V (k, k0 )]sαβγδ
N k,k0
where the sums over spin and orbital indices are implied again. The interaction
1 s2 s3 s4
matrix element [V (k, k0 )]sαβγδ
has an odd and an even part in k which depends
on the resulting sign of an interchange of the two first index pairs, (αβ, s1 s2 ) ↔
(βα, s2 s1 ). Unlike the case of a primitive unit cell, it is thus not only depending
on the spin part. To illustrate this, we look in the following at the specific
example of a nearest-neighbor interaction on a square lattice as in section 4.3,
i.e., v(k − k0 ) = V [cos(kx − kx0 ) + cos(ky − ky0 )] = −v(k − k0 + Q). The interaction
matrix element in this case can be divided into
1 s2 s3 s4
1 s2 s3 s4
1 s2 s3 s4
[V (k, k0 )]sαβγδ
= v + (k, k0 )Λs+,αβγδ
+ v − (k, k0 )Λs−,αβγδ
.

(D.13)

The two parts are
s1 s2 s3 s4
Λ+,αβγδ
= [(τ 3 )αβ (τ 3 )†γδ ](ς 0 )s1 s2 (ς 0 )†s3 s4 + [(iτ 2 )αβ (iτ 2 )†γδ ](~ς)s1 s2 · (~ς)†s3 s4 (D.14)

with
1
(v(k − k0 ) + v(k + k0 ))
2
V
=
[(cos kx + cos ky )(cos kx0 + cos ky0 )
2
+(cos kx − cos ky0 )(cos kx0 − cos ky0 )]

v + (k, k0 ) =

(D.15)

and
s1 s2 s3 s4
Λ−,αβγδ
= [(iτ 2 )αβ (iτ 2 )†γδ ](ς 0 )s1 s2 (ς 0 )†s3 s4 + [(τ 3 )αβ (τ 3 )†γδ ](~ς)s1 s2 · (~ς)†s3 s4 (D.16)

with
1
(v(k − k0 ) − v(k + k0 ))
2
= V (sin kx sin kx0 + sin ky sin ky0 ).

v − (k, k0 ) =
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(D.17)

As usual, the interaction matrix element decomposes into the so-called extended
s-wave channel (cos kx + cos ky ) with A1g symmetry, the d-wave channel (cos kx −
cos ky ) belonging to B1g and the p-wave channel (sin kx , sin ky ) belonging to Eu
in D4h . We see, however, that the angular momentum channels of the interaction
are not merely depending on the spin channel, but on the combination of spin
and orbital channel. Note, however, that this is only true for an inter-sublattice
interaction. If we consider an intra-sublattice interaction, such as on-site or nextnearest-neighbor interactions, the interaction is always even in the orbital indices
and thus the known dependence of spin and angular channel is restored.
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Appendix E
Single Layer with Broken
Inversion Symmetry
The second example of chapter 4 deals with layers each missing mirror symmetry,
but stacked such as to restore global inversion symmetry. For the purpose of
comparison, the analysis of the linearized gap equation by Frigeri et al. [82] is
recapitulated briefly in this appendix. Therefore, we start with a Hamiltonian
as derived by these authors,
X X hop †
X
XX
Hhop =
Hkss0 cks cks0 =
(εk − µ)c†ks cks +
(~gk · ~σss0 )c†ks cks0 , (E.1)
k

s,s0

k,s

k

s,s0

where the first term contains a simple band energy εk respecting both, time
reversal and inversion symmetry and the second term is the symmetry-reducing
term with ~gk = α(x̂ sin ky − ŷ sin kx ). The spectrum of this Hamiltonian is given
by
ξ±,k = εk − µ ± |gk |
(E.2)
and we can evaluate the normal-state Green’s function to find

where

G0 (k, ωn ) = (iωn σ 0 + Hkhop )−1 = G0+ σ 0 − G0− (ĝk · ~σ ),

(E.3)

1
1
1
G0± (k, ωn ) = (
±
)
2 iωn − ξ+,k iωn − ξ−,k

(E.4)
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and ĝk = ~gk /|~gk |. Using this Green’s function in the linearized gap equation (4.18) together with an interaction of the form (4.19), we find that, indeed,
the singlet and the triplet part of the gap mix,
n
X
+
0
ψ(k) = −T
v (k, k ) [G0+ G̃0+ + G0− G̃0− ]ψ(k0 )
n,k0

o
~ 0 ) (E.5)
+ [G0+ G̃0− + G0− G̃0+ ]ĝk0 · d(k
and
~
d(k)
= −T

X

n
~ 0)
v − (k, k0 ) [G0+ G̃0+ + G0− G̃0− ]d(k

n,k0

o
~ 0 )] − d(k
~ 0 )} + [G0+ G̃0− + G0− G̃0+ ]ĝk0 ψ(k0 ) . (E.6)
+ 2G0− G̃0− {ĝk0 [ĝk0 · d(k
Here, we have separated the interaction into even and odd parts again, which we
can expand in terms of IRs,
X
va ψa (k)ψa (k0 ),
(E.7)
v + (k, k0 ) =
a
−

0

v (k, k ) =

XX
i

vbi dib (k)dib (k0 ).

(E.8)

b

From these two equations, the two main conclusions from the symmetry considerations of section 4.4.1 can already be reproduced. First looking at both
equations, we find that for the coupling to the singlet to be maximal, the d vec~
tor should lie parallel to ~gk for all k. For a d(k)
always perpendicular to ~gk ,
there is no coupling at all. Additionally taking the k integration into account,
it is obvious that the (A1g ) singlet indeed only couples to the (A2u ) triplet. As
mentioned in section 4.4.1, the (D4h ) IR A2u does actually belong to the most
symmetric IR A1g in C4v . It is of course also possible to construct different singlet
and triplet gaps less symmetric where d~k is still parallel to ĝk . This is discussed
in [87].
Second, when looking at Eq. (E.6) and neglecting the coupling, the linearized
gap equation yields
X
d~k (k) = −T
v − (k, k0 ){[G0+ G̃0+ + G0− G̃0− ]d~k (k0 )
(E.9)
n,k0
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for the parallel case and
d~⊥ (k) = −T

X
n,k0

v − (k, k0 ){[G0+ G̃0+ − G0− G̃0− ]d~⊥ (k0 )

(E.10)

for the perpendicular case. Evaluating the Matsubara sums in these two expressions [cf. Eqs. (4.46) and (4.47)] and setting d~i (k) = ∆i dˆi (k) with dˆi normalized
we obtain


X X |dˆk (k0 )|2
ξa,k0
1 = −vk
tanh
,
(E.11)
2ξa,k0
2T
k0 a=±


X X |dˆ⊥ (k0 )|2
ξa,k0
tanh
.
(E.12)
1 = −v⊥
2(εk0 − µ)
2T
k0 a=±
~
For a d(k)
parallel to ~gk , there is thus a finite critical temperature due to the
divergence of the integral for T → 0. For other gaps with d~k ⊥ ~gk , the transition
temperature is strongly suppressed for even small antisymmetric SOC, α  t,
since the integral in Eq. (E.12) is not diverging. The suppression of Tc for the
case of a finite SOC is shown in Fig. 4.2 (cf. the tz = 0 case).
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